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ABSTRACT
In Part I a modified close coupling method is 
suggested in order to incorporate polarization effects 
in low energy particle atom scattering. It is applied 
to e+~H collisions for energies below n=3 threshold of 
hydrogen. s, p, and d wave elastic phase shifts and 
inelastic cross sections are calculated. Results show 
a fair improvement over those of close coupling.
In Part II the algebraic close coupling method is 
used to calculate the s-wave phase shifts and positronium 
formation cross section for various types of close 
coupling expansions of the total wave function. The 
positronium channels are included explicitly and polariza­
tion effects in both the hydrogen and positronium atoms 
are incorporated by pseudo-states that give the full 
ground state polarizabilities.
viii
PART Is POLARIZATION EFFECTS IN e+-H COLLISIONS 
AND THE MODIFIED CLOSE COUPLING METHOD
1-1. INTRODUCTION
The low energy problem of the elastic scattering of
positrons or electrons from hydrogen was essentially
1 9solved by Schwartz and Armstead using a variationally
elaborate Hylleraas trial wave function and the Kohn 
variational principle. However, this approach suffers of
three major drawbacks. First, it cannot be extended to 
inelastic processes; second, it cannot be applied to 
heavier atoms and third the variational parameters used 
do not manifest the physical process. The close coupling 
method of P. G. Burke and his school avoids the above 
difficulties. It is ideally suited to inelastic processes, 
readily applied to heavy as well as light atoms and is 
computationally easier in most cases. This method also 
explicitly defines the physical processes incorporated in 
the calculation through the chosen wave function.
Recently there has been a lot of emphasis on polari­
zation effects in low energy scattering and work by 
Bransden and Jundi,^ Damburg and Karule,^ Drachman ^  
show that polarization contains the physics of low energy
scattering. Damburg and Karule and later Burke, Gallaher,
0
Geltman incorporated polarization by adding fictitious 
pseudo states that reproduce static polarizabilities.
7
Drachman worked within the context of the method of 
polarized orbitals but increased the flexibility of the 
assumed wave function by multiplying the perturbed orbital
by an independent scattering function. Although Drachman"s 
+ +results for e -H and e -He are very good, it would be 
excessively complicated to extend his method to inelastic 
scattering.
The motive behind formulating the modified close 
coupling in this work is to avoid such shortcomings. Three 
principal objectives are meant to be accomplished:
1. Incorporating polarization in the close coupling 
scheme in a fashion that is physically meaningful.
2. Preserving the applicability of close coupling 
method to inelastic processes and heavier atoms.
3. Avoiding excessive computational complexities.
1-2. THE CLOSE COUPLING METHOD FOR c+-1I*
Ignoring spin-orbit interactions the total orbital 
angular momentum with quantum numbers L, M ^  the total 
spin angular momentum S, Mg and the overall parity tt of 
the e -H system are separately conserved. Therefore one 
can choose a representation which is diagonal in LMj^ SMgit
and label it by the quantum numbers TEoiLM^SMg where a is
the channel index which represents all other quantum 
numbers required to specify the system (i.e., wave numbers 
and principal atomic numbers). The representation r can 
be conveniently obtained through another representation 
defined by the individual particle quantum numbers 
Y=a£^m^2m2m®m2 . These representations are related by 
the unitary transformation ®
(YI T') = 6(nA,A2,nH'JlI) Z C L \
m omsms mvmjMJ m®m®M'm^ x-m^ n^  1 2 1  1 2 s
1- 2.1
where C m = ( I ^ l ^ - ^  is the clebsch“Gordon
Q U s
coefficient; , (Jl2in2in2^  bein9 the an9ular momentum
quantum numbers of the atomic electron and colliding 
positron respectively.
*
This section repeats the theory already presented by 
Smith in Reference 10.
3
The essence of the close-coupling method is to 
expand the total wave function in terms of the target 
eigenstates, i.e.
*-(?,) „ - g a<®>
*(1,2) = I *r(r1s1,r2s2) -r- ■. + T. *A(pS,R) - A g—
r 2 a
1-2.2
where the representation A (and 6 below) is the equivalent 
of T(y) for the positronium-proton channel. The coordi­
nates p,R are respectively the internal and center of mass 
coordinates of the positronium-proton channel. Also
1|> r = I (y|r)^ ; 4>h = £<6| A) *f»6 1-2.3
y 6
where to and d>_ are taken to be
ry r S
♦Y “ X<Sl' m") X<S2' m2> 1-2,4 
*6 = 4raPl(P> Yp2q2 (S) X(S'MS) Z-2-5
The U . (rn) , <j> (p) are respectively the hydrogenic
jl »i
and positronium eigenstates; Y are spherical harmonics and 
X are spin functions. (mp^q^), are the quantum
numbers of the positronium atom and those of its center of 
mass respectively.
The wave function 1-2.2 is now required to satisfy 
the variational equation:
61| i|>* [H-E]iJ> dr^ dr^ = 0 1-2.6
which is analogous to the Kohn principle in single channel
scattering."^ This leads to the following set of coupled-
integro differential equations which have to be solved for
the functions F „ 0 (r~) and G (R) :
1 2 1 2
||t|>* [H-E]i|/ dr^ dr2 = 0
f f * V ^
(j)A [H-E]^ dpdR = 0 1-2.7
The detailed form of these equations and the procedure by 
which the cross sections are calculated from their solu­
tions is discussed in Appendix A.
1-3. THE MODIFIED CLOSE COUPLING METHOD
Rather than taking the isolated target eigenstates 
as a basis set for expanding the total wave function, one 
can choose basis states that are perturbed adiabatically 
by the incident positron. Ignoring the positronium 
channels, every U 0 (r.) in the above section is re-
placed by a . The
are the first-order perturbation corrections to the m 
orbitals and they are solutions of the following first- 
order adiabatic perturbation equation which is discussed 
by Reeh: ^
t-H0 *rl* “ En] xnA1m1 ^rl rr2^
[<Unil1in1 (rl) lW12lUn^1m1 (rl) >- W12] (rlJ
1-3.1
where HQ (r^ = E is the Schrodinger
equation for the unperturbed orbitals and W, 2 =
Irl”r2
describes the interaction between the incident positron 
and orbital electron
6
1-4. APPLICATION TO e+-II SCATTERING
+The above formalism has been applied to e -H 
scattering in a three state ls,2s,2p expansion neglecting 
all positronium channels. The modified basis set used 
consists of choosing the first two states (Is and 2s) to 
be perturbed adiabatically. Thus the total wave function 
was taken as
*L(1,2) = „ L  +
‘ FnJl1Jl2 *r2* YLd1!l2 *rl'r2> 1-4.1
where R g are the hydrogen atom radial eigenfunctions and 
nx,l
the F „ „ are the radial functions for the scattered n
(1)
positron. The x o are dipole components of then *2
solutions of Equation (1-3.1). The 2p perturbed orbital 
is neglected for simplification. The reasons for using 
only the dipole component are the following:
(a) This component is responsible for the long range 
polarization potential which has a significant effect on
4
the scattering near thresholds.
(b) The monopole component is inaccurate for de­
scribing the short range part of the polarization inter­
action as illustrated in References (6 ), and (7 ).
(c) The non-adiabatic distortion terms which are also
7
ignored here tend to cancel the contribution from the
quadropole component of the perturbed orbital. This has
been shown in Reference 13.
The use<^  here is essentially that given
12by Reeh except that it is orthogonalized to the hydrogenic 
2p state, i.e. we can write
(1) Reeh/;»- ± x „ <nlm|W|ls> _
Xls <rl ' V  " Z E - V   lnlm> "n>2 I n
CF1 (ri'r2) pl<rl,r2)3 Rls(rl) Y00(rl> I_4-2
1 2where F^(r^,r2) is given in detail by Reeh. The 
(1) -»• ->
X^s (r^,r2) used in the current work is given by
(1) - * „ <n1m|W1 |ls>
Xis (rj/rjj) = I  jrpr  |nlm> =
n>3 i n
(1) Reeh -v <2pm|W1 |ls>
- X |2Pm> =
tFl (rl'r2) ^ s ^ l *  + 3 <R2plWllRls> “r^ 3
Y00(J21) Pl(rl’r2) 1-4.3
For x^g^ ' t*ie differential equation is
solved
*H0~E2* x2s ^ rl'r2  ^ 2n ~ 2-) R2s^rl^  ~ R2p^r2^
' <R2pl-llR2s>:1 W 1!* V rl’r2) I_4-4
The solution may be written as
*rs' (rl'r2} " (32ir) ^ W2s+p (rl,r2) r*
(1) I~i. i \ _ tat / — — \ i__1__2_ 1-4.5
where
W 2 s * p lrl<r2> = {4 CT - -  V2s,2p (r2):1 <f(rl> - 4
2
-r r2
, —! • A A 1  ,1 , 2  , 2 >> ^l+ Ei (r ) - e (—  + + — * ) )  r-
A 1 r r rX rl rl 2
+ A(r2)} r2e"rl/2 1-4.6
= 1 -r|" 4V2s,2p tr2) f(rl>
+ B(r2)} r2 e“rl/2 1-4.7
f (r^) — •—j- + •—j + i£~'1 —1 &n r^ — - X—4.8
rl rl 1
r2s,2p (r2> = -3_!5 <R2s<rl> 1^1 I_4-9
>
A(r2) and B(r2) are determined by requiring that
wo _(r,<rn) and W0„ (r, >r0) match in magnitude and slopeZ S 1 z zs -*p x /
at rx=r2
A<r2> = -4 - V (r > ] [fin r2+2V] + ^
r2 r2
• [4 Ei(-r2)+5] + C(r2) 1-4.10
B <r2> = 4 Cff - V2s,2p(r2> ■! CEi(r2> " 2n r2"21C] 
r2
24 . 14 24
+ -j [Ei(-r2) - £n r23 ” [—j + ~  + 8 + r2]
r2 r2 2
+ C(r2) 1-4.11
where
C (r2> -  <-H  + I f  + 27 + IT r2 + I ?  r2 -  T r 2} e ^
2 2
1-4.12
and Ei are the exponential integrals and y is Euler's 
constant. The basic scattering equation that was solved is
|[Rn£1 (rl) YL£1Jl2 (rl’r2) dT d«2 0
1-4.13
which leads to the following set of coupled second-order 
differential equations
2 9 A (£. 4-1)
+ Kn ' ] V r2> -
2 2
Z, CVvv.(r2) + V ^ v,(r2)] Fv,(r2) X-4.14
where
P
is the polarization potential. ^ i s  ignored because
the 2p perturbed orbital is not included. These equations
are identical in form to those discussed in Appendix A if
the positronium channels are neglected.
One thing worthy of note is that the polarization
potentials are not symmetric in v and v" because Eq. 1-4.14
is projected on the left by R ^  instead of tpL (1,2) . Hence
the Kohn's variational equation is not satisfied. There
is a slight 5% nonsymmetry in the R-matrix calculated
from the Equation 1-4.15.
The polarization potentials are plotted in
Figure 1. The corresponding polarizabilities agree with
14those of Damburg and Geltman.
The system of Equation 1-4.15 was solved numerically
3
by the same method as that of Burke and Smith which is 
discussed in Appendix B.
1-5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Table I the s,p,d elastic phase shifts are tabu-
3
lated together with those of ordinary close coupling.
In Figure 2 the corresponding curves are plotted and
1 2  7compared with those of Schwartz, Armstead, and Drachman.
In Table II and III the inelastic cross sections are given
together with those of ordinary close coupling (Burke and
Smith 3).
The results show a fair improvement over those of 
ordinary close coupling, but they are not as good as the 
calculations of Schwartz, Armstead and Drachman. However 
this method offers the advantage of calculating inelastic 
processes as well for which there are no correspondingly 
rigorous variational calculations available.
Although the modified close coupling method allows 
explicit inclusion of polarization efforts and should be 
tenable for. heavier systems, there exists three major 
drawbacks to the way this method is applied here. First 
the system of Equation 1-4.15 that is solved does not 
satisfy the Kohn's variational principle and hence the 
bound property is lost on the corresponding results. One
r
might project in Equation 1-4.14 by (1,2) on the left
instead of R „ in which case there will be no loss of
i
the bound property. This requires the additional calcu-
2lation of the dynamic distortion terms
13
well as the product of the perturbed orbitals and would 
invalidate the usefulness of the method as these quantities 
are extremely tedious to calculate. Secondly, in order 
for the method to be applied rigorously one should include 
all possible components of the perturbed orbital instead 
of only the dipole part considered here. This would agaih 
add enormous calculational complexity to the method. And 
thirdly, no account has been taken in the present work of
-IE- 17
the positronium formation channels. Other calculations 
have indicated that virtual positronium formation has 
approximately the same effect on the elastic phase shifts 
as polarization and hence appears to be of the same impor­
tance as the polarization effects included here.
Because of the enormous increase in complexity re­
quired to improve and extend the modified close coupling 
especially in regards to the positronium formation chan­
nels, a more comprehensive calculation for positron- 
hydrogen scattering by this method seemed senseless.
During the course of this work, a new method for solving 
multichannel collision processes by essentially algebraic 
means was being developed elsewhere. This method appeared 
to allow inclusion of both polarization and positronium 
effects in a calculationally much simpler manner and 
further work then proceeded with the new method the details 
of which form Part II of this dissertation.
TABLE I POSITRON-HYDROGEN ELASTIC PHASE SHIFTS 
Row a refers to the modified close coupling approach and
3
b to that of ordinary close coupling
L
K2 0 1 2
0.74 a -.1957 +.0571 .0558
b -.3414 -.0234 .0234
0.72 a -.2023 .0599 .0541
b -.3867 -.0300 .0225
0.6972 a -.1835 .0605 .0529
b -.3315 -.0187 .0220
0.64 a -.1732 .0631 .0504
b -.3223 -.0143 .0214
0.36 a -0.0883 .0723 .0358
b -.2461 .0101 .0183
0.25 a -0.0399 .0693 .0274
b -.1990 .0183 .0152
0.16 a 0.0092 .0559 .0190
b -.1472 .0217 .0112
0.09 a 0.0538 .0443 .0113
b -.0931 .0201 .0070
0.04 a 0.0836 .0251 .00522
b -.0426 .0127 .0031
0.01 a 0.0777 .00775 .00136
b -.0054 .002
TABLE XI POSITRON-HYDROGEN CROSS SECTIONS 
IN UNITS OF 7ra?
Row a refers to present calculations and b to ordinary
3
close coupling (ls,2s,2p)
K 0
Is,Is 
1
Is, 2s 
1
.81
a
b
.2118
.5855
.0434 .0799 0086
0070
.0142 .0334
1.0
a .2265 .0220 .0692
b .5406 ---  ---
.0096 .0191 .0555
.0070 -- - ---
1.21
a .2323 .0089 .0551
b .4957 .0314 ----
,0136 .0241 .0538
0091 .0345 ----
1.44
a .2320 .0025 .0412
b .4529 .0427 ----
0245
0124
0302
0403
.0481
2.25
a .2111
b .3434
.0063 .0128
.0705 ---
0260
0171
0428
0427
.0378
4.0
a .1565 
b .2182
.0276 .0013
.0849 .0204
0155
00116
0344
,0279
.0306
.0279
TABLE III POSITRON-HYDROGEN CROSS SECTIONS
2IN UNITS OF ira0
Row a refers to present calculations and b to ordinary 
close coupling
K 0
^2s,2s 
1
*ls,2p
1
.81
a 22.19 
b 21.85
13.40 15.33 ,0048
005
.0069 .0464
1.0
a .9354 16.31 12.79 .0113 .0228 .0874
b .56 -----  ----  .011 ----- ---
1.21
.1783 6.344 6.192 .0134 .0363 .1201
.20 6.63 .013 .040
1.44
a .7288 3.822 3.640
b .76 4.20 -----
0108 .0425 .1324
012 .048 ----
2.25
a 1.256 2.611 2.095
b 1.29 2.86 -----
0045 .0366 .1060
005 .042 ---
4.0
a .8387 1.506 1.345 .0012 .0180 .0469
b .87 1.62 1.51 .001 .020 .050
Figure 1:
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PART II: POSITRONIUM FORMATION IN e+-H COLLISIONS
II-I. INTRODUCTION
Low energy positron-hydrogen collision is studied by 
the close coupling scheme for energies up to the second 
excitation threshold of hydrogen. The main purpose being 
to include explicitly the positronium channels as well as 
incorporate simultaneously polarization effects. Various 
scattering parameters are calculated.
Positronium formation by positron-hydrogen impact is 
a model three body rearrangement collision problem. Due 
to the unavailability of a low energy positron source as 
well as an atomic hydrogen gas, there are as yet no ex­
perimental data that is available. However, various 
theories have been applied to this problem giving an 
amazingly inconsistent set of results.
The Born approximation was first applied to this 
problem by Massey and Mohr‘S  yielding a peak of 4.5 Tra^  
for the formation cross section at ~14 eV. This maximum 
is ten times smaller than that calculated later by 
Cheshire^using the impulse approximation. However these 
approximations are known to be poorly defined for re­
arrangement collisions. Also it is well established that 
the Born approximation breaks down for low energies since 
one cannot assume a plane wave form for the scattered 
particle wave function.
21
In 1967 two major works appeared that dealt with the
20low energy aspect of this problem. Chen and Mittleman 
have shown that a geometric rearrangement of the co­
ordinates normally chosen leads to an approximation set 
of coupled ordinary differential equations for which 
solutions are relatively easy to calculate. The geometric 
rearrangement corresponds basically to labeling specifi­
cally the coordinate of the outgoing positron in the
positronium channel rather than the center of mass of the
21positronium atom as is usually done. Fels and Mittleman 
applied the above approximation using trial phenomenol­
ogical potentials to describe polarization in both the 
hydrogen and positronium atoms. They obtained a posi­
tronium formation cross section which is 40 times below
22that of the Born approximation. Bransden and Jundi did 
a non-variational calculation using a projection operator 
formalism. The method of polarized orbitals was employed 
to incorporate the polarization effects. Their positronium 
formation results are drastically different from those of 
Fels and Mittleman; however both of the above works have 
particularly emphasized the dominance of the polarization 
forces on the cross section.
23More recently, C. K. Majumdar and A. K. Rajagopal 
solved the problem using equations of three-particle 
scattering which in principle leads to Faddeev equations. 
Their cross section showed a peak which is 25% higher than
that of given by the Born approximation but drops below
the Born results at high energies.
In a very recent pair of articlelf'25Dirks and Hahn
have carried on what seems to be the first fairly rigorous
work on the positron-hydrogen problem for low energies.
26
The generalized variational bounds method of Hahn, which 
correctly treats the nonorthogonality problem of the re­
arrangement channels, was applied in a two-channel 
approximation for energies between the positronium forma­
tion threshold and the n=2 threshold of hydrogen. Their
positronium formation cross section is about a factor of
21
tt less than that of Fels and Mittleman while both are 
considerably smaller than that found by Bransden and
T A ' 2 2Jundi.
For the elastic scattering case (i.e. incident
energies below the Is threshold of the positronium)
1 97Schwartz and more recently Bhatia, et al., ' have done
the most rigorous calculations to date. Schwartz used an
elaborate hylleraas trial wave function while Bhatia, et
al., employed a similar trial wave function with added
flexibility in the nonlinear parameters. The resulting
calculations were very tedious and yielded phase shifts
which are generally assumed to be exact. However, their
methods are not readily extendable to inelastic processes.
The most workable method to date for low-energy
inelastic processes is the close coupling method advanced
3
by P. G. Burke and K. Smith. The calculations 
reported in this paper have been done within the frame­
work of this method using the recent algebraic techniques
28 29advanced by Harris and Nesbet to solve the resulting
equations. The details of the close coupling method and
algebraic solutions are sketched in Section II.2. Section
11-3 discusses the various approximations used to represent
the effects of virtual transitions to close channels not
explicitly included in the trial wave function. In Section
IV the elastic phase shifts and inelastic cross sections
are presented.
I1-2. THEORY
A direct application of the close coupling method to
positron hydrogen scattering with the inclusion of the
positronium channels leads to a system of coupled integro
differential equations. The integral terms contain non-
analytical kernels times the undetermined scattered func-
tionsi® Since it is very hard if not impossible to solve
these equations by the usual iterative methods for more
than two channels, we have resorted to the algebraic close
coupling method of Seiler et al.3® a derivative of the
29Harris-Nesbet variational principle. Consider the 
reaction:
e+ + H -> (e+,e~) + H+ II-2.1
The Hamiltonian operator for the Schrodinger equation has 
two equivalent forms.
Before Collision:
w2 i u2 o 2 2 2
H = - 2 - V | - | L vS - ~  ------ —  H-2.2
25 rl 2m r2 rl r2 1 2
And after collision:
- - « 2 +  e-2 2 3
m P m  0 |S-p/2| | R+p/21
25
->■ . 
where r.^ is the coordinate of the orbital electron, r2
that of the incident positron and
p = Ir^-r^ | ; S = ^-(r^r^ II-2.4
the wave function for the above reaction is written in the 
standard close coupling expansion form as:
L * A
¥ (1 ,2) = I u (r.) F (r ) Y " (r.‘rj 
nt1»2 n,ll 1 1 2 2 1 2  1 2
where n,u are the principal quantum numbers of the hydro­
gen and positronium atoms respectively. specify the
orbital angular momentum of the two respective atoms.
&2,q2 are the respective orbital momentum of the scattered 
positron and the center of mass of the positronium.
u (r_) are the radial hydrogenic eigenstates and the 
1
<j» (p) are their corresponding positronium eigenstates.
The F's and G's are the scattered particles wave functions 
the respective positron and the positronium center of mass, 
The Y's are the angular momentum coupling functions and 
are given by
Y£1iP1 r^l^  Y^2m2 ^ 2^
II-2.6a
M ^ ^
Y L (p*R) = 2 c(q1,q2 /L,m^/m^,M )
^qiq2 mlm2
• Y ,(p) Y_ (R) II-2.6b
ql 1 q2 2
in which c is a Clebsh-Gordon coefficient.
The essence of the algebraic close coupling method
is an expansion of the functions F 0 0 (r0) and G,. _ (R)
**12 ^12 
in terms of a bound part and a free part (see references
28 and 29 for a complete treatment).
Fp (r2) “ “op Aop(r2> + “lp Alp(r2> + Xp<r2>
P = n^i^2 ^enotes a hydrogenic channel II-2.7a
Gq<R) = “iq Aiq(R> + “iq Alq<R> + *q(R>
q = uq^q2 denotes a positronium channel II-2.7b
where the free parts are given by A. (r_) and A! (R)IP M 1CJ
i= (0 ,1)
' 2&2+1 
% (r2> “ kp ^ 2(kpr2> ! Alp(r2> “ S ' 1"6 12
n^ (kpr2) II-2. 8a
and are the asymptotic solutions of the Schrodinger equa­
tion. The j^ and n^ are spherical Bessel and Neumann 
functions and are arbitrary parameters introduced so
— $£« 2>£.«+l —vR
that the shielding factors (1-e ) and (1-e T )
make the Neumann functions n» (k r0) and n_ (k_R) behave 
l 2 q2 p 2 q2 q
as r2 and R respectively at the origin. Also
E=E +k 2 = E,,+k 2 n p P q
The bound parts are to be expanded over any complete
set of square-integral basis functions. It has been
found convenient to use a Slater orbital basis set which
are given by
X (r0) = 2 c » T)„ (r0) n-2.9a
!p 2 = i V 2fin£2/ilr2
Xq'R) = ^°qq2,b X , b(R>
where
2£2+3 £ —z r
/ % r (2z ) ,% 2 a 2 TT „ , -Ho (r0) = [ a ] r„ e ll-2 .10a,
l 2 , a 2 r(2T0W  2
The set of za's and z^'s are chosen over a wide range 
and their number is determined by the convergence of the 
scattering parameters calculated. The computational 
problem involved proceeds as follows:
The Hamiltonian H is diagonalized on the short range 
bound functions given by Eq.II-2.10a and II-2.10b leading to 
a set of eigenvectors and corresponding eigenvalues 
The set of bound-free integrals is then defined as 
follows
if v is a hydrogenic channel II“2.11a
if v is a positronium channel H “2.11b
where
II-2.12a
II-2.12b
and the double Ket implies a double space integration. 
The free-free integrals are given by
<<c. |h-e|c. 4l>> if v,v'=P IV1 1 jv*
II-2.13a
n VV' =
ID
 <
<<c! H-E c'. ,>> if V,V'=q 
I V 1 1 3V
<<c[v |H-E|c;.vl>> if veq and v'=p
II-2.13b
II-2.13c
<<c^v |H-E|CjV ,>> if vep and v'=q II-2.13d
where prq are hydrogenic and positronium channels* 
Explicit means by which these matrix elements were cal­
culated is given in Appendix C. If one defines
=Nij +1 Bia<E-v '*Ov -1 II-2.14
14then it follows that the R-matrix is given by :
ruW'R . = -(k k ,) [Mvv' \) v*
I n --SV -1
00 I Yvs 10 ] II-2.15
where y vs is a solution of the inhomogeneous linear 
system:
v' v
s M11 Yvs "M10
II-2.16
Hence the partial cross section for transition from channel
v' to v is calculated from'29
II-2.17
In the case of elastic scattering, the tangent of the
29
phase shift is given (Kohn method) by
t » - ^10 - det(M) A M . . II-2.18
M11
and the cotangent of the phase shift (inverse Kohn's 
14method) is
ck = - Mq1 + det(M)A Mqo IX-2.19
M00
where
det(M) = MQ0 — M1q II-2.20
The inverse Kohn's cross sections are calculated from 
the R -1 matrix. Details for calculating the Kohn and 
inverse Kohn's parameters are given in Eq. (26) page 62 
of reference 29. The matrix inversion technique is found 
necessary for energies close to threshold where a cluster 
of eigenvalues Ea around the total energy E would cause 
numerical inaccuracy in the matrix elements given by 
Eq. II-2.14 because of the extremely small energy denomi­
nator (E-E ) . In this case eq. II-2.14 is replaced by
vX
m V V  = N ™ '  - I E M”  (M'V3 M?"' II-2.21
^  rs ab ia ab -*
where
II- 2.23
II- 2.22
a, b being basis indices, p, q stand for channel indices 
and
depending respectively on whether v is a hydrogenic or a 
positronium channel index.
For the inelastic case the eigenphases and coupling 
parameters are calculated by diagonalizing the reactance 
matrix given by eq. II—2.15. The eigenvalues of this 
matrix are tan 6^ and tan 62 where 6 ,^ 62 are the eigen­
phases. The coupling parameter e is given in terms of 
the elements of the orthogonal matrix U which diagonalizes 
the R-matrix as
II-2.24
or
II-2.25
U
-sin e
cos e
•cos e
sin e
II-3. SUMMARY OF THE APPROXIMATIONS USED 
FOR THE TRIAL WAVE FUNCTION
The major objective of the present work is to 
investigate the relative importance of different contri­
butions to the scattering parameters, namely those of 
positronium formation and polarization effects. To this 
end, the following approximations to the trial wave 
function (II-2.5) are studied:
(a) Positronium formation is completely ignored.
The total wave function is expanded in terms of ls,2s,2p 
hydrogenic states. To avoid lengthy expressions we write 
the resulting wave function (II-2.5) symbolically as
^L (l,2) = 1s(H) + 2 s(H) + 2p(H) 11-3.1
to denote a ls,2s,2p hydrogenic expansion.
(b) The Is positronium channel is now included and 
the total wave function is expanded in terms of only Is 
hydrogenic and Is positronium channels. This is called 
the coupled static approximation
i|;L (1,2) = 113(H) + ls(P) II-3.2
(c) Since the 2p hydrogenic state include 68% of the
atomic polarizability of hydrogen, the following expansion
is tried which incorporates a significant amount of
32
hydrogenic polarization together with explicit positronium 
formation
i|>L (1,2) = ls(H) + 2S(H) + 2p(H) + ls(P) II-3.3
(d) To include a significant portion of the polariza­
tion of both the hydrogen and positronium atoms and also 
explicit positronium formation, the following six channel 
expansion is used:
iJjL (1,2) * l.s(H) + 2S(h) + 2P(H) + ls(P) + 2s(P)
+ 2£(P) II-3.4
(e) In order to bypass non-necessary complex expan­
sions and to include the full ground state polarizabilities 
of both the hydrogen and positronium atoms, it is very 
convenient to use pseudo states• These pseudo states 
were constructed by Damburg and Karule ^  for e -H 
scattering and were later used by Burke, Gallaher and 
Geltman. 16 They are fictitious states; normalized and 
orthogonalized to the other states included in the close 
coupling expansion and are essentially the long range part 
of the multipole components of the perturbed orbital 
which is a solution of the perturbation equation for a 
hydrogen atom perturbed by an incident electron. In
essence, they reproduce the full ground state polar- 
izabilities of the hydrogen atom. The pseudo states 
used in this work are equivalent to dipole 2fp state given 
by Damburg and Karule^ For the case of a positron 
incident on a hydrogen atom, the pseudo state used is the
negative of that given by Ref. (5 ) .
u2p(r1) = " (T ^ )3S (rl + J  rl} e 1 II-3.5
while in a similar fashion, we have constructed the pseudo 
state for a positronium as perturbed by an incident 
proton:
= " ---“ [pe“p/2 + 4 p2e"p/2] II-3.6
2p (129) 4
Hence the approximation used for Eq. (2.5) is:
i|>L (1,2) = ls(H) + Tp(H) + 1S(P) + 2p(P) II-3.7
All the above approximations were solved for the elastic 
scattering region. However, only approximations b, and 
e were calculated in the inelastic region.
IV. RESULTS
There does not exist a rigorous criterion for choosing 
either the coefficients of the Slater orbitals basis or the 
number of these basis. The procedure followed here is to 
calculate the scattering parameters versus an increasing 
number of Slater basis as well as a wide range of their 
coefficients. A selection of the calculations to test 
convergence for approximation e is shown in Table IV for 
the phase shift below threshold and Table V for the reactance 
matrix above threshold. The most critical region in both 
cases was near the n=2 threshold of hydrogen. Adequate 
convergence to at least three significant figures for all 
energies considered was obtained with 25 basis in both cases.
For approximation b> numerical calculations by Dirks 
and Hahn are available for direct comparision. In this 
case, it was found that our calculations converged more 
readily and accurate results were obtained with only 15 
basis orbitals. The 15 Z-parameters (Eq.(2.10)) used in 
the coupled static case were; z& , z^ = *001, .005, .008,
*01, .02, .05, .08, .15, • 4, *5, .7, 1.1, 1.5, 2., 3.
The additional 10 parameters used in approximation e were? 
za , zb = .0001, .0005, .002, .003, .006, .009, .2, .9,
2.5, 5.
A. Elastic Scattering Below the Positronium Threshold
The Kohn and Inverse Kohn variational procedures as
29described in reference were used to calculate the elastic
36
phase shifts for the five approximations discussed in Section
II-3. Phase shifts calculated by both procedures agree to
at least four significant figures. Table VI lists the
results corresponding to the five approximations and columns
a', b' lists results of approximation a and b as calculated
3 17by different methods.' There is no previous work done via 
approximations c, d and e to use for comparison. Figure 
displays the corresponding phase shifts curves in comparison 
with results of Schwartz,1 DrachmanJ and Fon, Gallaher?3
Our results for approximation a agree quite well
3with those of Burke and Smith who used the ordinary 
close coupling method. For approximation b Cody et al1.7 
used four different methods to solve the resulting integro- 
differential coupled equations. Their first three methods 
utilized a Green's function approach and., their corresponding 
results, although being in disagreement, seemed to converge 
from above to the results of their fourth method (listed 
in column b') in which they expanded the potentials and 
the positronium's wave function in terms of Legendre's 
polynomials. Our results listed under column b are about 
2% lower than those of their fourth method. The phase 
shifts of approximation e are calculated for as many as 
27 basis. 3=kp gives the best agreement between the Kohn 
and inverse Kohn's results as well as the best convergence 
for the intermediate energy values.
Taking into consideration the bound property on the
phase shifts, the results of approximations c, d, and e
show the improvement on the phase shift due to inclusion
1 6of polarization and virtual positronium formation. It 
also illustrates that positronium polarization is not as 
important as the hydrogen polarization.
The scattering length for approximation e is calcu­
lated. by extrapolation to zero energy using the modified 
effective range theory. The result is a=*-0.94 indicating 
that low energy positrons are attracted by the hydrogen 
atom.
The Nesbet procedure is a resonance formalism. The 
set of negative eigenvalues obtained by diagonalizing 
the Hamiltonian on the short range bound functions may 
represent bound states for the system. An eigenvalue 
whose position does not change by varying the internal 
basis set and which is not an eigenvalue of the unper­
turbed system but close to it, is likely to be a resonance. 
No such eigenvalues are observed below the positronium
threshold. This is in disagreement with Bransden and 
22Jundi who reported on the existence of such a resonance 
using a non variational polarized orbital method.
However our observation is consistent with that of 
Dirks and Hahn ^ and Bhatia et al.?^
Also, for the five approximations discussed above 
and for as many as 27 Slater orbital basis used, none
of the eigenvalues appeared to be less than -1 rydberg,
the ground state energy of hydrogen. This supports the
contention that there does not exist a positron-hydrogen 
32bound state.
B. Inelastic Scattering Below n=2 Threshold of Hydrogen
In this case, only approximations b, Eq. II-3.2 and
e, Ew. II-3.7 are calculated. Results of b serve as a
good comparison with previous work done on the same
22approximation namely that of Bransden and Jundi, and 
Dirks and Hahn.^ Close agreement for the cross sections
is obtained between present calculations and both refer­
ences 22 and 24. However our reactance matrix shows more 
symmetry and Table VII lists its elements versus those 
of Dirks and Hahn. The Best values of 3 and y(Eq. II-2.8a, 
II-2.8B) that are used are those that would give the best 
possible short range representation of the scattered
functions namely 0=k , . As many as 15 short range
P ?
Slater functions are needed to give good agreement between 
the Kohn and inverse Kohn results. Table VEII shows corres­
ponding cross sections.
Tables IX , X lists correspondingly the R-matrix 
elements, eigenphases, coupling parameters and inelastic 
cross sections for approximation e that incorporates 
polarization. ELgure 4 and 5 display correspondingly 
the elastic as w&ll as the positronium formation cross
section, "\fery little change from the coupled static case
is observed for cross section; however the polarization 
effects seems to be very significant on Q12' ^21' and ^22* 
As many as 25 Slater basis are needed to span adequately 
the bound part of wave function. The values for 3*Y used
are the same for approximation b namely 3“^ . Y~^a m
r  Vi
The formation cross section as can be seen from 
Figure 5 is one order of magnitude lower than that of the 
Born approximation and Bransden and Jundi, while it is 
two orders or magnitudes higher than Fels, Mittleman and 
Dirks, Hahn.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Ibr the elastic scattering case, the difference 
between the present phase shifts and the results of 
Schwartz-Bhatia et al. could probably be one or two of 
the following reasons:
In this work, the short range correlation that 
represent virtual excitations into the closed channels 
is largely ignored. Schwartz-Bhatia et al. implicitly 
incorporated close-range correlation by including terns 
in their trial wave function.
Secondly, the pseudo states used hereeare essentially 
the long range part of the dipole component of the per­
turbed orbital. To include polarization fully, one might
in principle use higher multipoles or the complete form
7
of the perturbed orbital as in the case of Drachman'S 
work which gave good results. liifortunately, none of the 
above two shortcomings could be taken care of within the 
present framework due to computational impossibilities.
As for the inelastic case, the positronium formation 
cross section is smaller than that of Bransden and Jundi 
by a factor of 10. Although Bransden and Jundi incorpo­
rated polarization, the reason for their high cross section 
is probably due to their nonvariational approach.
The Harris-Nesbet variational method seems promising
for treating such rearrangement collision problems. It 
avoids the computational difficulties of evaluating 
complex kernels and iterating coupled integro differential 
equations. However its only drawback is the numerical 
evaluation of matrix elements. The number of these 
matrix elements (except for the Free-Free) depend on 
the number of short range basis used. There is no 
criterion, we know of for choosing those basis except 
the convergence of the cross sections. A typical 
Bound-Bound element requires ~0.1 min., Bound-Free 
~0.5 min., Free-Free ~3 minutes on an IBM 360 model 65.
In regard to the application of the above method 
to e*”-H inelastic scattering, problems were noted due 
to the long-range coupling between degenerate channels. 
This was taken care of by including energy dependent 
trigonometric functions in the bound basis (see Ref. 30 ). 
There is a possibility that this coupling is weakened 
by the inclusion of the positronium channels in which 
case one might avoid evaluating and diagonalizing the 
Bound-Bound matrices for every energy. Such a situation 
would enable us to solve the positronium problem for 
energies up to n=3 threshold of hydrogen.
TABLE IV: Elastic phase shifts of approximation e versus the number of Slater orbital 
basis used. The convergence is shown for few energies.
Energy 10 Basis 15 Basis 20 Basis 23 Basis 25 Basis 27 Basis
(Ryd)
-.9995 .021367 .021665 .021679 .021698 .021700 .021700
-.96 .052899 .054219 .054567 .054781 .054781 .054780
-.64 -.162903 -.158292 -.157779 -.157324 -.157321 -.157321
-.51 -.215290 -.210921 -.209.877 -.209.431 -.209432 -. 209432
table V: Reactance Matrix elements of approx. e versus the 
number of slater basis used. R21 *■
Energy
-.399375 -.319375
.3341
-.0388
-.7247
-.3354
-.0468
-.5835
-.3357
-.0455
-.5922
-.3357
-.0454
-.5928
-.3618
-.0548
-.7902
-.3566
-.0881
-.5211
-.3567
-.0875
-.5297
-.3567
-.0874
-.5297
Number of 
Basis -.48815
R11
(20) R12
22
R11 
(23) R12
R22
R11
(25) R12
R22
'11
(27) R.12
22
.3137
-.0320
-.1934
-.2911
-.0273
-.1808
-.2933
-.0285
-.1823
-.2933
-.0286
-.1824
TABLE VI-:S-wave elastic phase shifts in radianscalculated by the five approx, 
a, b, c, d, e discussed in section III. af represents results of 
approx. a in the ordinary close coupling method (ref. 17). b ’ 
corresponds to phase shifts of approx. b from ref. 18. f represents 
the results of Schwartz.
E(Ryd) a a* b b' c d e f
-0.51 -.2919 -.2901 -.2864 -.2362 -.2260 -.2093 -.054
-0.64 -.2469 -.2461 -.2415 -.2379 -.1831 -.1773 -.1573 + .007
-0.75 -.1997 -.1990 -.1900 -.1861 -.1259 -.1150 -.1000 + .062
-0.84 -.1476 -.1472 -.1365 -.1339 -.0696 -.0500 -.0411 + . 1 2 0
i o . CD H -.0935 -.0931 -.0874 -.0858 +.0189 +.0055 +.0141 + .168
CDCD«
o1 -.0426 -.0426 -.0472 -.0465 +.0204 +.0321 + .0548’ + .188
-0.99
-0.999
-.9995
-.9998
-.0050 -.0054 -.0190 -.0188 +.0324 +.0491 +.0614
+.0292
+.0217
+.0143
+ .151
TABLE vii: Elements of the reactance matrix R. . for 
approximation b. Row a is present results and 
b represents results of Dirks and Hahn.
E (Ryd)
Jr 11
R12 21 22
.474375
-.3111
‘•310
>.0016
>.002
-.0016
.002
.7501
.750
.4375
>.3234
-.322
.0054
>.005
.0054
>.006
•1.4858
•1.485
.399375
-.3351
-.335
.0129
-.013
>.0129
•.014
•2.6447
-2.643
.3600
.3465
-.346
-.0359
-.035
-.0359
-.036
-5.4808
-5.475
.319375
-.3601
-.360
-.2667
-.266
-.2667 -32.7618
-.270 -32.434
.302775
>.3588
>.359
+.3896
+.397
+.3896 +43.647
+.402 +44.314
.2775
■.3677
-.367
+.1038
+.104
+.1038 +10.2431
+.106 +10.290
TABLE VIII: S-wave cross sections in units of
ag for approximation b. Row a is the present 
results and b represents results of Dirks and 
Hahn7, z., z* e{.001, .005, .008, .01, .02, 
.05, .08, *15, .4, .5, .7, 1.1, 1.5, 2., 3} 
and 3=Kpf y=Kq.
E (Ryd) '11 '12 21 '22
-.474375
2.109
2.096
.0000
.0000
,0004
,0004
88.28
88.24
-.4375
a 2.115 
b 2.103
.0002
.0002
.0008
.0008
69.18
69.17
-.399375
"a 2.115 
b 2.115
.0004
.0004
.0011
.0012
54.62
54.62
-.36
a 2.103 
b 2.093
.0007
.0007
.0017
.0017
43.43
43.43
-.319375
a 2.097 
b 2.097
.0011
.0011
.0020
.0021
34.75
34.75
-.302775
a 2.090 
b 2.090
.0013
.0013
.0023
.0023
31.84
31.84
-.2775
a 2.080 
b 2.077
.0016
.0016
.0025
.0026
27.97
27.97
TABLE IX: Elements of the reactance matrix Rij, eigenphases and coupling
* parameters for approx. e as calculated by the Kohn method for 25 
basis.
ECRyd) R11 R12=R21 R22 61 6 2 e
-.48815 -.2933 -.0285 -.1824 -.1736 -.2916 .24
-.474375 -.3043 -.0345 -.2934 -.2579 -.3222 .71
-.4375 -.3152 -.048 -.4715 -.2928 -.4517
CM.
-.399375 -.3357 -.0455 -.5922 -.3168 -.5404 .17
-.36 -.3386 -.06492 -.5855 -.3121 -.5416 .24
-.319375 -.3567 -.0875 -.5297 -.3099 -.5148 .40
-.302775 -.3600 -.0908 -.4765 -.3009 -.4844 . cn o
-.2775 -.3657 -.0916 -.3437 -.2566 -.4204 .73
o
TABLE X : Cross sections in units of aQ for approx.e
ECRyd) 0ll o12 o21 a
48815 1.9395 .0179 .3858 16.9961
474375 2.0181 .0240 .2463 19.3580
4375 2.0014 .0386 .1737 18.1763
399375 2.1033 .0288 .0859 16.1426
36 1.9898 .0550 .1258 11.3590
319375 2.0308 .0972 .1831 7.4755
302775 2.0120 .1063 .1879 5.7745
2775 2.0010 .1139 .1850 2.9045
Figure Caption
Figure 3
Figure 4
Figure 5
S-wave elastic phase shifts for the five 
approximations a, b, c, d, e discussed in 
Section III. f-Schwartz: g-Drachman: 
h-Fon, Gallaher
2S-wave elastic cross section in units of aQ 
as calculated by approximation e. FM-Mittleman 
and Fels(V): BJ-Bransden and Jundi B(l) r
DH-Dirks and Hahn: CS-Coupled static result
of approximation b: P-present calculation of
approximation e.
Positronium formation cross section in units 
o
of a • F M -Mittleraan and Fels(V); BJ-Bransden o
and Jundi B(l): B -Born approximation:
DH-Dirks and Hahn: CS-Coupled static result
of approximation b: P-present calculation of
approximation e.
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APPENDIX A
This appendix illustrates the procedure by which the 
cross sections are calculated from the solutions of the 
close coupling equations. Using vsnj^j^ anc* P=mP;iP2 t l^e 
set of equations 1-2.7 reduce, after integrating over r^, 
p and all angles, to
d^ 2 ^2 ^ 2+^
+ Kn “ J  J W  " Z, Vvv-(r2)Pv'(r2>
2 2 v
00
+ Z f Km»' (r2'R)G„' (R) dRi J pv 4 p
» o
a2 2 P2(p2+1)[2-7 + K2 - -2-^---] G (R) = E V (R) GU(R)
dR2 m R2 11 p' tJW 11
00
+ E f Kpv(R,r2) Pv(r2) dr2 A.l
v 0
where
o 2m_ n 4 in
K = — -w  (E-E ) f k — — (E-E) A. 2
n yi m yr
The functions V , (r,,) are the direct coulomb interaction
V V M
of the incident positron with the orbital electron and 
.5are given by'
* _ Reference 7
^VV’ (r2) " 6w' ? f *i*2L)
^ A
A '3
with
r
Yx(A,B|r2) = e2r“X“r J A*(r^B(r^ r^dx12
0
00
+ e2r2 | A*(r1)B(r1)r^X”1dr1 A.4
r2
and
f X*£1 A2'£i £2'L * = * h.*?1* lP X*rl"r2* I *1 £2L) A *5
is alegendre polynomial and the V 1 represents the 
direct Coulomb interaction of the positronium with the 
proton and is given by
v$  = - p  l 5»aa f sL(pip2,pip2;L)
Y «(IL_ ,U . , I2R) mp^' m*p£ 1 A .6
Also
1.6mr~ r r ,u2 « 2 2 j. a a
V r2'R) " -JT1 J J<- &  £ + Em-E“ 5J + %) M #  d* dr2
% v (R'r2> “ ^  I|(- S  ’2+V E + SJ - T ' ) *1 V 2d*2dR A _7
The above set of equations have to be solved for the Fv's 
and G^'s. In the asymptotic region the open channels 
scattered wave functions can be written as
pij<r2> - K'*5 Csin(K.r2 - 6^
+ cos (K.r0 - ir) R. .3 A .8* 13
G • 1 • 1 (R) ~ K~ h Csin(K. ,R - JsP-.’ir) <5..
1 J J. £. XJ
+ cos (K^,R - s^P^i'ir) R£ij»3 A.9
where R. . is an R-matrix element defining the T-matrix by 
•^D
T - C T E  a -10
it follows that
*
an'H' nil = T - *2  1 Tv'v Tv’v (2L+1) A a ln  K 2 (2o +i) L£ 0 . v  v v v
n l 2 2
which is the desired total cross section
APPENDIX B
This appendix describes the numerical procedure for 
solving the coupled-integro close coupling differential 
equations given
d2F.(r) N
 T —  = £ A, . (r) F,(r) B.l
drz j=l 13 3
subject to the boundary conditions
+1
F. (r) -*■ r 1
r+0
F . (r) [sin(K.r - 6. .
r-*» s q  x x
2+ cos(K^r - j ] if 0
F. (r) •> exp[-|K. | r] if K? <
IT"*00
B.2
define;
N = number of F .1 s
•I*
NA = number of open channels
Outward Integration From the Origin
Define N linearly independent solutions at the origin 
for the equations B.l which can be written in matrix form 
as
and integrate outwards by the Numerov method to matching 
points r^ and r^ .
Inward Integration From Infinity
Choose a point rfi at which the solutions are con­
sidered to be in their asymptotic sinusoidal form. At 
this point define N+NA independent solutions by the 
asymptotic boundary conditions
•i
F = AF B.3
6 .
i3
sin k^r
G?(rfi) =< 6i+NA,3 cos k^r h for open channels
i+NA,B
-r*V for closed channels 
,P“1p=l r
15The asymptotic expansion method of Burke and Schey is
then used to evaluate the solutions at adjacent points 
r„ and r„-h; and using these as starting values, equations
D D
(B.l) are integrated inward by Numerov procedure to points 
rQ and ^  .
The final solutions of Eq. (B.l) are then obtained 
by requiring that the inward and outward solutions match 
in magnitude at points rg and r^ which is equivalent to 
requiring their matching in slope and magnitude at one 
point. This gives us 2N equations
N+NA G»(r0)'
= Z (oR 
3=1 PP?(rx) Gi(rl>
in the 2N+NA matching constants v and ui0. The other NA
01 p
equations needed are determined from the asymptotic 
conditions for the scattering process.
F. . (r) ~ — [(sin 6 . cos <j>. - cos 0. sin <J>.) 6..
+ (cos 0 . cos <}>. + sin 0 . sin <}>.) R..]
1 X X X XI
= sin 0^ + wjNA+i
where j = 1,***NA B. 6
and
Hence
cos (j>. w? - sin d>. w^ __ , . = —i—  .rx 1 Yx NA+x x] B. 7
The above matching can be written in the following matrix 
form
+
i=l,N
+
i=l,N
+
"•f-a-l/N^ -
Pij <ro>
+•3=1 ,NA-+
-Gi<ro)
Pxj(rl>
■«
-Gi(rl>
-i=l,NA-*~+j=l,NA-*-
0 i=l,
fK
NA°°$. ° i
f „ 0  0 / v
%  °
0
GO s/*
0
a
U)a+0
+
a=l,N
+
a+$=l,N+NA 
+
irh
t
1,N
+
1,NA
+
B.8
from which the v's and w's are determined and hence the 
R-matrix elements
R. . = -i— [sin d>. w? + cos <J>. a)-? B13 Yi 1 Yi i+NA
which are the desired results wanted from the evaluation 
of the cross section.
APPENDIX C 
MATRIX ELEMENTS
The matrix elements required in Section II-2 are of 
three kinds: bound-bound, bound-free, and free-free. In 
any of these it is fairly simple to evaluate analytical 
expressions for the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian 
between two respective hydrogenic states or two respective 
positronium states. In the former one uses the "before 
collision" form of the Hamiltonian operator (II-2.3). 
in the latter, the "after collision" Hamiltonian (2.3). 
However, the major difficulty in this work comes about 
in evaluating the matrix elements between a hydrogenic 
and a positronium state as is the case for example in the 
second term of Ilr2„Ha, first term of II-2.11b, II-2.13c 
and II-2.13d. These integrals can be written in the 
following three basic forms
(a) Bound-Bound:
-z.r M_ a a
<<un , (rl)r2 e XLS.1A2 (rl*r2) lH (<»'yq1<p)1
^2 “Z.R M- a a
R e 3 XLq1q2<'>,R>>> C*1
(b) Bound-Free:
i n - z .  r 0 M. a /v a ch
<<ani1(rl,r2 6 YL x 2(rl'r2> lM l*W l ('»>B "
kq
k„(l-e“YR)2q2 1 n <k R)q $2 q
M_ A A
y4 q 2 (P'R)>>
(C.2)
or
« ♦  (p)**2 e ZiR r ^ t p - S i  |H-E|un(,i <r1)r2:
kp H 2 V 2’
—fir ^^’2"*"^’ kp (l-e 2) n,2(kpr2)
M_ A A
Y (r *r )
1 2
(C.3)
(c) Free-Frees
A A
<P> ^  q <P-R>uqi 1 2
kq jq2 (kqR>
-vp 2^2 *^^
k <l-e y*) n, (kqR)
x iS-Elu^tr^rj2
kp ji2 (kpt2>
.a* ^^ '2 *^^'
-  *' ■>12 < V 2)k (l-e p*2) P
>>
(G.4)
To calculate these matrix elements, it is convenient to 
use the following transformation:
e~
P+
For a fixed distance r2 between the positron and the 
proton define the spheroidal transformation.
r +p r..-p + _
£ = —i— . ri = — ; <j> = angle between plane e ,e ,P and
r2 2 + 
some arbitrary plane through e p. These form an ortho­
gonal system with volume element
az = | r ^ U 2-n2)dS dn d(j> C.5
The variables now that appear in the above matrix elements 
are written in terms of these coordinates and r2 where
r0 (5-n) r9 (5+H)
P  2--- ; =  2---- ;
£
R = ~  j£+T?+6ZT)i-8 C. 6
M_ A A M_ A A
The angular terms i.e. Y_ . „ (r. «r0) and YT„ _ (P*R) have
1 2  1 2 Lqlq2
to be written in terms of their corresponding angles
which in turn can be evaluated using analytical geometry,
as functions of £, n# <)>. Once this is done, the inte- 
gration over d ^  and d<J> can be carried out. As an 
example consider the simplest case where we are interested 
in evaluating a bound-bound matrix element for s-wave 
scattering between a Is hydrogenic and a Is positronium 
states: Eq. (3.8) reduces to in atomic units:
1 "E1 „"Zir2 | 1 d2 _ . 2 . „ 2-j « 2 e  e |- —  — j  r2 + j- + ha - -s— *-
(4tt) 2 dr2 2 | r^-^
I_ e-P/2 e_ZjR»
&
00 00 +1
= TZ \ dr2 I d« f <an {C2Zi + 2 - 
0 1 - 1
2 2 2 -y<«^)r2
- (zf+l)r|> (r-nl e 22
00 +1
= A  1 (52"n2> {C2zi + 2 ' ^  7
(z?+l)5!
- - V -  > C.7
where
y(5rn) - + +  ^ + 6£ti + 8
Now the integrals over £ are all of the form of a basic 
integral
gn ae_________ -.c m
_______  n m
1 [a^£ + &2 + ♦'aj+a^+ag^ 3
n, m being integers.
This can be reduced to quadrature by using the trans­
formation :
✓a3+a4+a5S2 = t + c>9
which, using the binomial theorem leads to a set of 
integrals of the form
a4
2/57
5 tn ’ dt
Rm
/a3+a4+a5 -
2where R is a second degree polynomial in t; R=a+bt+ct . 
This is turn could be evaluated using the recursion 
relation
f tn> dt = - tn,“1 - (m-n')b f t*1'"1 dt
J Rm (2m-n,-l)cRm“1 (2m-n'-l)c Rm
+ (n'-l) a ( tn '~2 ■-
(2m-n'-l)c * Rm
i t dtwhich reduces to integrals of the form j ■ dt and
~  that can be done analytically.J Rm
We were not able to carry out the integration in 
such a manner in the free-free matrix element Eg. (A.4) 
and the double integration instead was done numerically 
using 96 point Gaussian quadrature.
APPENDIX D
This appendix sketches a review of the Nesbet
variational procedure. For a complete treatment see
?c' . £>
Reference 14-^define the variational functional
and the matrix elements
such that
I = Z Z a?* M?*? aV 
CTV ij pq 1P 13 3q
then it follows that
31
61 av
31
av — -j(- 6a • + Z 
ip lpip «  3ajq
°v jt „v 
—  5 “jq
which can be written as
= t M?*? «V = I? 
a Z "  jq «  °3q IV 
xp
Using the symmetry relations
Mij = “ji + Vpq<5io6ji‘6ii6jo) ^  ■ °'1
p,q = i ,***n
One can write
Iav “ ? t3:ja + Kq (6jl60q“6j0alq)-1 ajq 
3 9
and hence
9 av Tq* a. V  tx cr* x
77v~ = Ija + q j1 Oq j0 lq 
jq
Eqs. D.4, D.5 and D.8 become
61 = E I? 6a?* + £ I?* 6aVav ip iv ip jq jo jq
+ I Kq <  6aiq“<  6a0q>
Noting that
a
iq = Yvq
K  :
R = (— )^
vq 'vq
D. 6 
D.7 
D.8
D. 9
D. 10 
D. 11
then Eq. D.9 leads to
6I0V = I ^ V ^ o p  + I I Xo S*vq + Ka «Yva D.12
From D.5 the following condition can now be seen 
if
Z M 11 = "M 10 V =
xp = T-q* = o
lv iia u
p = 1,••»N D.13
where y is first order correction to the R-matrix. vq
Hence D.12 implies then the Kohn's stationary constraint 
on the functional
" Ka = 0 D -14
from which
y = L- i (Y <°>) D. 15
rvq Tvq K qv Tvq
'*4
=  V < » > -  b  ( M ^  +  , „ ? P Y (0),
4 r
In a similar fashion the inverse Kohn method gives
ft — o x ^ + v ft^^ n 17
vq ~ 6vq + (M11 + Z M10 3vp > D ‘17
where
Hence the R~matrix or R~ "^-matrix elements are evaluated 
and the corresponding cross sections.
APPENDIX E
This appendix lists the program that calculates 
inelastic parameters for approximation b - coupled static. 
Subroutine DROOT which is not listed here is a double 
precision version of an IBM Scientific subroutine NROOT. 
Another DRFO which is not listed here can be found in 
Appendix II of a dissertation by G. J. Seiler, L. S. U., 
January, 1971.
n 
n
C PURPOSE:
C C3MPUTF SCATTERING CPOSS SECTIONS FOR
C POSITRON- HYDROGEN INCLUDING POSITRONIUM FORMATION
C BY THE VARIATIONAL METHOD OF NESBFT
C METHOD PROPOSED BY NESBET
C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE COUPLED STATIC INELASTIC CASE 1S(H),1S(P)
C THE MAIN PROGRAM CALCULATES THE HAMILTONIAN
C AND o v e r l a p  MATRIX AND DlAGONALIZES BY SOLVING THE
C ENSUING EIGENVALUE PROBLEM
C THE EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS ARE OBTAINED
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z)
COMPLEX*!6 BT*CT *DT
COMMON DSOLN*DVAL*DTEX.D2SOLN.D3SOLN»SN(2.2.2#2),ORO* ECO *PROD 
COMMON SIMP,EK* HAPPY *BET A *KLMN
DIMENSION PM<2*2,2*2)*GAM(2*2>*R<2*2)»PM11(2*2)*Q( 2*2)
DIMENSION CM(2,2)*BT(2.2)*CT(2.2)*DT<2)
DIMENSION BM(2*2*2*2)*ANORMC30*30>• S(30•30)•H(30*30)
DIMENSION XV(30*30)*XL(3C)«Z(15)*ZZ(15) ,AMM(2*30) -
DIMENSION AM(2 , 3 0  *W(30) •V ( 3 0 )•VK(2)
MS DENOTES THE NUMBER OF BASIS FUNCTIONS USED 
NCH DENOTES NUMBER OF CHANNELS 
M5=l 5 
NCH=2
M53 = M5*NCH 
M51=M5+1
P I =3.1415926535 89DC
PI 4= PI*4,DO
SIGN=0* 0
Z ( 1)=•005D0
Z( 2) =• C1 D0
Z< 3)=•C2D0
Z ( 4)=*C5DC
Z ( 5)=.15DG
ZC 6) = • 4D0
Z ( 7)=.7D0
Z(8)=1.1DC 
Z< 9)=1.500 
Z( 1C)=3.00 
Z( 11 )= .001DC 
Z( 12)=•OOSDO 
Z( 13)=.0 8DG 
Z ( 14)=.500 
Z( 15 ) =2, DO 
DO 216 1=1.M5 
216 Z Z (I )= Z ( I )
PRINT 1001.Z 
IC01 FORMAT{5D20. 7)
C THIS IS THE lS(H)* 1S(H) BLOCKS 
DO 7 1=1.M5 
DO 7 J=1.M5 
ZIJ=Z(I)+Z(J)
HCI.J)=ANGL<0,0,0.0.G.0>*<<2.D0*Z(J)+2.D0>*F<l.ZIJ)-(Z<J)*Z( J> + 
1 1.D0)*F(2,ZIJ)-8.DC*STP(0,2.2.00»2.ZIJ ))
S( I.J)=F(2.ZIJ)
FACN=4.D0*(C Z(I >*Z<J))**1.5D0>
H(1.J )= H(I.J)*FACN*PI4*PI4 
7 S(I.J)= S(I.J)*FACN*PI4*PI4
1 19 FORMAT!0 17.10)
C .THIS IS THE 1S(H).1S(P) BLOCKS
C THESE INTEGRALS ARE DONE NUMERICALLY BY GAUSS QUADRATURE ON A 
C SEPERATE PROGRAM
DO 324 1 = 1 ,M5 
DO 324 J=M51.M53 
324 READ(5.119) H(I.J)
DO 334 1=1,M5 
DO 334 J=M51,M53 
334 R E A D (5.119) S(I.J)
C THIS IS THE 1S(P),1S(P) BLOCKS 
DO 33 I=M51 .M53 
DO 33 J =M51 * M53
zr=zz<I-M5)
ZJ =ZZ< J-M5)
H{ I , J ) = PI4*CC ZI*ZJ -l.DOJ/C(ZI+ZJ)**3>) *PI4
SCI,J)= 8.D0*Pl/(CZZ<I-M5>+ZZCJ-M5>)**3) *P 14 
33 CONTINUE 
C NORMALIZATION OF SLATER ORBITALS
DO 5 1 I=1,M5 
DO 51 J=1,M5
FACN= 4.D0*C<ZCI >*ZC J > ) * * W 5 D 0 >
H( I, J ) = H (I.J)*FACN 
51 S(I,J)= S(I•J)*FACN
M52=M5+M5 
DO 54 I=M51«M52 
DO 54 J=M51.M52
FACN= 4#D0*((ZZ<I-M5 J*ZZCJ-M5 >>**1.5D0J
H{ I, J) = H { I , J )4FACN 
54 SCI.J)= SC I,J )4FACN 
DO 57 1=1.M5 
DO 57 J=M51*M52
FACN= 4.D0+CCZCI >*ZZCJ-M5 >)**1.5D0)
H(I.J)= H(I,J)*FACN 
SC I.J)= SC I.JJ+FACN 
HCJ.I )=HCI .J)
57 SCJ.I)=SCI•J)
C END OF NORMALIZATION OF SLATER ORBITALS 
DO 3225 1=1.M53 
DO 3225 J=1,M53 
ANORMCI.J) = SCI.J)
3225 CONTINUE
CALL DROOTCM53.H.S.XL.XV)
DO 604 NMB=1.M53 
SUM=0•
DO 605 1=1,M53 
DO 605 J=1,M53 
6C5 SUM = SUM + XVCI,NMB)*ANORMCI,J)*XVCJ.NMB)
6C4
1004
IOC
2C1
187
30 5
1231
33 33
SQ=DSQRT(SUM)
D3 6C4 IP = 1* M53
XV (IP,NMB)=XV(IP*NMB)/SG
WRITE(6.1004) GS
FORMAT(1H0 »•THE SE ARE THE EIGENVALUES* •//)
PRINT 100,XL 
FORMAT(3X,/,5D17«5)
DO 1023 IMN=1*7 
IF(IMN.E Q« 1) E=— 0# 474375CD 00 
IF(IMN.EQ.2) E=— 0. 4375D0C 
IF(IMN.EQ. 3) E=-0.399375D00 
IF(IMN.EQ. 4) E=— 0. 36D0 
IFIIMN.EQ.5) E=-0.319375000 
IF( IMN.EQ. 6) E =-0.302775000 
IF(IMN.EQ.7) E=— 0. 2775D00 
FORMAT(010.6,I10)
MRITE(6,187) E
FORMAT(IX# *ENERGY= * ,D18.6)
BETA=DSQRT(E+1.000)
MRITE(6•30 5) BETA
FORMAT(1H0.10X,•BETA = ••018.6,/)
DO 1231 1=1*2 
DO 1231 J = 1* 2 
DO 1231 K=1,NCH 
DO 1231 L=1,NCH 
P M ( I ,J « K * L ) = 0.00 
CONTINUE 
EC1 = E *■ l.DC 
AK1 = DSQRT(EC1)
AK4= DSQRT( 2• DC* (E+.5DC*) )
CALL 3N0S(Z,XL,XV,E•6M,ZZ•AK4,SIGN,M5)
CALL FREFHE{AK1,AK2,AK3,AK4,E,D)
DO 2C5 1=1,2
DO 205 J=1,2 u
DO 205 K=1,NCH
DO 205 L=1 »NCH 
205 P M ( K i L « I » J ) = BM(K,L.I•J)+SN(K.L.I»J)
PRINT 100 .BM 
PRINT 100 ,SN 
C PACKAGE FOR INELASTIC PROCESS
PRINT 100 .PM 
LL=0
VK ( 1 )=DSQRT(E-H.DO)
V < (2)= DSQRTC 2#DO* (E+.5D0) I
NCHO=2
DO 801 IP=1•NCHO 
DO 801 IQ=1•NCHO
801 PM 11(IP.IQ)=PM(IP.IQ.1.1)
CALL DETER(NCHO,PMl1,RS1.CM)
PRINT 100 .RSI
DO 802 IP=1.NCHO 
DO 802 IQ=1.NCHO
802 PMll(IP.IQ)=PM{IP.IQ.2.2)
CALL DETERCNCHO.PMl1 .RS2.CM)
PRINT 100.RS2 
RST=RS1/RS2
PRINT 100.RST 
N=NCHO
DO 348 1=1.2 
INVR=I— 1
348 CALL CROSS(2,PM.GAM.R.PM11.Q .INVR.VK. CM.BT.CT.DT.SIGN.LL)
926 FORMAT(3X.15,4 D 19.6)
C END OF PACKAGE
21 CONTINUE
76 CONTINUE
1101 FORMAT(6DI8.6)
1023 CONTINUE 
STOP 
END
C SUBROUTINE 3NDS
n
o
PJRPn 5E
COMPUTE THE SUM OF THE PRODUCT OF MATRIX 
ELEMENTS AND DIVIDE BY (E-EALPHA)
WHERE E IS THE TOTAL ENERGY AND EALPHA IS AN EIGENVALUE 
USAGE
CALL SSUM( Z » XL .XV.E.BM.SIGN.M5)
DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS 
Z-PERTAINS TO THE BASIS FUNCTIONS 
XL-ENERGY EIGENVALUES 
XV-ENERGY EIGENFUNCTIONS 
F-THE TOTAL ENERGY OF THE SYSTEM 
BM-THE DESIRED OUTPUT
BETA-THE SHIELDING FACTOR IN THE ELPONENTIAL FOR TRIG FUNCTIONS 
M5-DEN0TES THE NUMBER OF BASIS FUNCTIONS 
SUBROUTINE BNDSfZ* XL.XV.E *BM•Z Z •A K 4 •SIGN,M5>
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)
COMMON DSOLN.DVAL*DTEX,D2SOLN,D3SOLN,SNC 2.2*2.2)•DRO•ECO•PROD 
COMMON SIMP.EK*HAPPY .BETA*KLMN
DIMENSION Z( 15) ,XL(30) •XV(30•30)•AMf2•30).CM(2«30•2),BM<2•2. 2•2) 
1 »Z Z( 15) • A MM (2, 3 0
NCH= 2
M5 3 = M5*NCH 
ST2 = 1•DO/D SQR T( 2« D O )
DO 6 1 = 1.NCH 
DO 6 K=1,M53 
DO 6 J = l «2 
C M (I,K.J) = O.DO
CALL 3ND1(Z.XL.XV.E.AM.ZZ. SIGN.M5)
CALL BND2(Z,XL,XV.E,A M M .Z Z .A K 4 ,SIGN»M5)
DO 1 KN=1,2 
DO 1 1 = 1.M53 
CM t K N . I ,1)= AM(KN.I)
CM(KN*I*2)= AMM(KN.I)
CONTINUE 
DO 4 IP=1« NCH
DO 4 10 = 1,NCH 
DO 4 KN= 1 * 2 
00 4 KV=1,2
4 BM{IP,1Q.KN.KM)=0.
DO 5 K N = 1,2
DO 5 KM=1,2 
DO 5 IP=1,NCH 
DO 5 IQ=1,NCH 
DO f. 1 = 1,M53 
EALPHA=XL(I)
5 B M (1°,IQ.KN.KM)=BM(IP,IQ.KN,KM)+CM(KN,I•IP)*CM(KM,I• IQ>/( E-EALPHA) 
RETURN
END
C SUBROUTINE BND1
C PURPOSE
C COMPUTE THE MATRIX ELEMENTS OF THE EIGENFUNCTIONS
C IN THE HILBERT SPACE SPANNED BY THE BASIS FUNCTIONS
C WITH SINE-LIKE AND COSINE-LIKE TERMS
C IN THE FIRST CHANNEL
C USAGE
C CALL SA31(Z,XL,XV.E,AM,BETA,SIGN,M5)
C DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS
C Z-PERTAINS TO THE BASIS FUNCTIONS
C XL-ENERGY EIGENVALUES
C XV-ENERGY EIGENFUNCTIONS
C E-THE TOTAL ENERGY OF THE SYSTEM.
C AM-THE DESIRED OUTPUT MATRIX ELEMENT
C SETA-THE SHIELDING FACTOR IN THE ELPONENTIAL FOR TRIG FUNCTIONS
C M5-DEN0TES THE NUMBER OF BASIS FUNCTIONS
C TRIAL US INTEGRALS OF IS HYD BND-1S HYD FREE 
C SH IS INTEGRALS OF THE IS POSITRONIUM BND— IS HYD FREE 
SUBROUTINE 3 N D 1 (Z •XL,XV,E,A M ,ZZ, SIGN.M5)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)
COMMON 0SOLN,DVAL »DTEX.D2S0LN•D3S0LN,SN(2,2 »2,2),D R O •ECO,PROD 
COMMON SIMP,EK,HAPPY,BETA,KLMN
c
c
D I MENS ION Z( I 5) »VAL13C) »X L (3 0 ),X V (30 * 3 0 ) .A M 12 *3 0 )•SH< 15* 2),ZZ< 15)
AKl=DSGRT(E+l.DCO
BETA=DSQRT{E+1.D0)
IF(E.EQ.-C.4743 75DC0) GO TO 18 
IFIE « E Q . —0•4375D0) GO TO 19 
IF IE.EQ.-0.399375DC) GO TO 20 
IFIE.EQ.-C.3193 75DC) GO TO 21 
IF(E .EQ.—G.302775D0) GO TO 22 
IFIE.EQ.-0.2775DC) GO TO 23 
IF IE «EQ•-*0*3600 ) GO TO 30 
THESE INTEGRALS ARE DONE NUMERICALLY BY GAUSS QUADRATURE ON A 
SEPERATE PROGRAM
1 8
1 82
AK 1 = DSQRTlE+l.DO)
SH { 1 , 1 ) — 0 *6353883938040 02
SH ( 2* 1) — 0*6282762135620 02
SH ( 3* 1 ) = 0*6145735029720 02
SHC 4* 1 ) = 0*577314372517D 02
SH ( 5. 1 ) = 0*4856650094950 02
SHI 6* 1 ) = 0.3708325226510 02
SHI 7* 1 ) = 0*3016901078940 02
SHI 8* 1 ) = 0.234052373452D 02
SHI 9* 1 ) = 0 * 180004719344D 02
SHI 10 * 1 ) = 0*6988316866120 01
SHI 11 * 1 ) = 0•64123 7696217D 02
SHI 12. 1 ) = 0.6310997644610 02
SHI 13, 1 ) = 0*5451397440690 02
SHI 14* 1 ) = 0*3441204354590 02
SHI 15. 1 ) = 0 . 12952 5466523 d 02
SHI 1 , 2) = 0*2405424821400 03
SH I 2. 2) = 0 * 238247889419D 03
SHI 3 • 2) = 0.2 33 7367594640 03
SHI 4. 2) = 0.2208096255220 03
SHI 5. 2) = 0.183 6742517490 03
SH ( 6. 2) = 0*1208689563800 03
SHI 7, 2) = 0.78896764C614D C2
19
1 92
SHC 8, 2)
SH ( 9, 2)
SH { 10 * 2)
SH ( 11 • 2)
SH( 12, 2)
SH ( 13, 2)
SH ( 1^. 2)
SH ( 15, 2)
GO TO 107
SH ( 1 , 1 >
SH ( 2, 1)
SH { 3, 1)
SH ( 4, 1)
SH ( 5, 1)
SH ( 6, 1)
SH C 7. 1)
SHC 8, 1)
SH ( 9, 1)
SHC 10* 1 )
SHC 11 , 1 )
SHC 12, 1 )
SHC 13, 1)
SHC 14, 1)
SHC 15, 1)
SHC 1 , 2)
SH ( 2, 2)
SHC 3, 2)
SHC 4, 2)
SHC 5, 2)
SHC 6, 2)
SHC 7, 2)
SH( 8, 2)
SHC 9, 2)
SHC 10, 2)
SHC 1 1 , 2)
G 49247 6244 1 -070 02
0 331337670278D G2
r\ 10656264650 ID C2
£. 242397118C08D 03
0 23916 258C208D 03
0 208749210325D 03
0 103 964426183D 03
0 21626595720OD 02
0 7161523066840 02
0 7080171020470 02
0 692296240 90 40 02
0 6492123205690 02
0 5407130658750 02
0 3989418922240 02
0 3152866407710 02
0 240 543445808D 02
0 1839499633700 02
0 7 1306 65563060 01
0 7227966194060 02
0 71124 87574380 02
0 6115668830490 02
0 365883897239D 02
0 1321129547480 02
0 24000 38903200 03
0 237791271962D 03
0 2334370666460 03
c 220 928301847D 03
0 1847312430OSD 03
0 1225868450410 03
0 803970606090D 02
0 5031370 841450 02
0 3 38950312976D 02
0 1093720577110 02
0 241791210781D 03
*
Q
20
202
SH ( 1 ?> = 0.23867345921 3D C-3
SHC 13. 2) = 0.2092158915390 C 3
SHC 14, 2) = 0 . 19565657C142D C 3
SHC 15, 2) = 0.22150704420 ID C-2
GO TO 107
SHC 1 , 1) = 0.791673185491D 02
SHC 2, 1 ) = 0.78264214CC87D 02
SHC 3, 1 ) = 0 .765149303904D 02
SHC 4, 1) = 0.716916772C78D 02
SHC 5, 1 ) = 0•59324 7669062D 02
SHC 6, 1) = 0.4263667675900 02
SHC 7, 1) = 0.328669149437D 02
SHC 8, 1) = 0.246877237820D 02
SHC 9, 1) = 0.187743934424D 02
SHC 10, I) = 0.726584648533D 01
SHC 11 • 1) = 0.799038757197D 02
SHC 12, 1) = 0.786 231358160D 02
SHC 13, 1) = 0.6743903616570 02
SHC 14, 1) = 0.3872213251120 02
SHC 15, 1) = 0.13457472430 ID 02
SHC 1 , 2) = 0.2389361520620 03
SHC 2, 2) = 0.236807998734D 03
SHC 3, 2) = 0.2326160325210 03
SHC 4 , 2) = 0.220 543818397D 03
SHC 5, 2) = 0.1853587962020 03
SHC 6, 2) = 0.1240480142870 03
SHC 7, 2) = 0.817601260006D 02
SHC 8 , 2) = C.5131097598160 02
SHC 9, 2) = 0.346 15 70 59324D 02
SHC 10 , 2) = 0.1120762673030 02
SHC 1 1 , 2) = 0.240654250424D 03
SHC 12, 2) = C.2376566722440 C3
SHC 13, 2) = 0.209200081368D 03
SHC 14, 2) = C. 107 1417 3462ID 03
SHC 15, 2) = C.2265370 582120 C2
r> 
o
GO TO 107
SH ( 1 • 1 ) = C 9270149 39686D
SH ( 2, 11 = 0 916541757752D
SH ( 3, 11 = 0 396 183747756D
SH ( 4, 1) = 0 839533964052D
SHC 5, 11 = 0 69C 317357940D
SH( 6 i 1) = 0 47878273968OD
SH< 7, 1) = 0 3546474568720
SHC 8, 11 = 0 2590583067450
SHC 9, 1 ) = 0 1948909967220
SHC 10, 11 = 0 7515197924460
SHC 11 , 1) = 0 935538436372D
SHC 12, 1) = 0 9207071045950
SHC 13, 1 1 = 0 7889062804760
SHC 14, 1) = 0 4283279 855470
SHC 15, 11 = 0 1391341955650
SHC 1 , 21 = 0 2354969103530
SHC 2, 2) = 0 233540244935D
SHC 3, 2) = 0 2296790341630
SHC 4, 2) = 0 218506831750D
SHC 5, 21 = 0 18 549 0 5264 67D
SHC 6, 2) = 0 1262612501690
SHC 7, 2) = 0 8409569897080
SHC 8, 2) = 0 531071667195D
SHC 9, 2) = 0 3593967690290
SHC 10 , 2) = 0 117 174873303D
SHC 11 , 2) = 0 23707 48135890
SHC 12, 2) = 0 234320819635D
SHC 13, 2) = 0 2079369559050
SHC 14, 21 = 0 1095328584520
SHC
GO TO
15,
107
2) = 0 23580673891 ID
SHC 1 , 11 = 0 95161C001680D
SHC 2, 1) = 0 9408997068260
SHC 3, 11 = 0 920063570730D
02
02
02
02
C2
02
02
02
02
01
02
02
02
02
02
03
03
03
03
03
03
02
02
02
02
03
03
C3
03
02
02
02
02
Qo
222
23
SH ( 1 ) = 0 862G13979285D 02
SH ( 5. 1) = 0 708413120450D C-2
SH ( 6, 1 ) = 0 4888337231C8D 02
SH( 7, 1 ) = c 35969 9561952D C2
SH ( 8, 1) = o 261414863135D C 2
SH ( 9, 1 ) = 0 1962516879480 02
SH ( 10 . 1) = 0 756178193546D 01
SHC 1 1 * 1 ) = 0 960 32 33713820 02
SH{ 12, 1 ) = 0 945 1598632730 02
SHC 13, 1) = 0 810 01471961 3D 02
SHC 14, 1) = 0 4362645238620 02
SHC 15, 1) = 0 1399897171280 02
SHC 1 , 2) = 0 234635701173D 03
SHC 2, 2) = 0 232713190782D 03
SHC 3, 2) = 0 228918044682D 03
SH( 4, 2) = 0 2179269936860 03
SHC 5, 2) = 0 18535854681 2D 03
SHC 5, 2) = 0 1265988431820 03
SHC 7, 2) = 0 845033540 869D 02
SHC a, 2) = 0 5343584282080 02
SHC 9, 2) = 0 3618632931580 02
SHC 10, 2) = 0 11814601644 ID 02
SHC 1 1 , 2) = c 2361857295710 03
SHC 12, 2) = 0 2334801945370. 03
SHC 13, 2) = 0 207514771767D 03
SHC 14, 2) = 0 1099242547420 03
SHC 15, 2) = 0 2375580466680 02
GO TO 107
SHC 1 , 1 ) = 0 98699218131 3D 02
SHC 2, 1) = 0 975955693302D 02
SHC 4, 1 > = 0 894 4719797440 02
SH C 5, 1 ) = c 734722394419D 02
SHC 5 , 1 ) = 0 50 3620 675902D 02
SHC 7, 1 ) = 0 3671792536230 02
SHC 8, ’ 1 ) = 0 2648990059380 C2
231
232
SH ( 9, 1 ) =
SHC 10 , 1 ) =
SHC 1 1 * 1 ) =
SHC 12. 1 ) =
SHC 13, 1 ) =
SHC 14, 1) =
SHC 15, 1) =
IFCBETA.EQeG. 53D0C) GO TO 231 
IFCEFTA.EQ.AKl) GO TO 232
SHC 1 • 2) =
SHC 2, 2) =
SHC 3, 2) =
SHC 4, 2) =
SHC 5, 2) =
SHC 6, 2) =
SHC 7, 2) =
SHC 8, 2) —
SHC 9, 2) =
SHC 10 , 21 =
GO TO 107
SHC 1 • -2) =
SHC 2, 2) =
SHC 3, 2) =
SHC 4, 2) =
SHC 5, 2) =
SHC . 6, 2) =
SHC 7, 2) =
SHC 8, 2) =
SHC 9, 2) =
SHC 10 , 2) =
SHC 1 1 , 2) =
SHC 12, 2) =
SHC 13, 2) =
SHC 14, 2) =
SHC 15, 2 ) =
0*198 250797731D 02 
0.7629649344250 01 
0.9959664337270 02 
0.9803463311370 02 
0.84056067042 ID 02 
0.447975350188D 02 
0.1412388412620 02
0.1894103822780 03 
0.187956696804D 03 
0.1850790348260 03 
0.1766865898250 03 
0.151339928C340 03 
0.104031829569D 03 
0.6914934287350 02 
0.4312785880150 02 
0.2874408672130 02 
0.894 7750380300 01
0.2332532814970 03 
0.23138 16634130 03 
0.227685061337D 03 
0.216964993461D 03 
0.1850728371290 03 
0.1270441988500 03 
0.850793999726D 02 
0.5391042886480 02 
C.3654533672890 02 
0 . 119573C03145D 02 
0.234 7618018360 03 
0.2321284415990 03 
0.2067396588740 03 
0.110460 3457400 03 
0.240 1191269410 02
GO TO 10 7
SH ( 1 • 1) = C 8619429659520
SH ( 2* 1) = 0 852 13539C 341D
SH ( 3 * 1 ) = 0 833 1C 2098 1 02D
SH C 4 • 1) = c 78C 3609109490
SH ( 5. 1 ) = G 643 1435563790
SH ( 6* 1 ) = 0 45300 8294308D
SH { 7 , 1) = 0 3418006480130
SH ( 8* 1 ) = C 253050006563D
SH { 9. 1) = 0 19133 98399450
SH ( 10 , 1 ) = 0 7393979269310
SH ( 11 , 1) = 0 8699326122540
SH ( 12, 1) = 0 856034734423D
SH ( 13, 1) = 0 7335171838190
SH C 14, 1) = 0 40805784932 ID
SH ( 15, 1 ) = 0 136914003772D
SHC 1 , 2) = 0 23741 1573178D
SH C 2, 2) = 0 235369097135D
SH ( 3, 2) = 0 23134 21722450
SH ( 4, 2) = 0 2197175252350
SHC 5, 2) = 0 1855985483910
SHC 6, 2) = 0 12526767248ID
SH C 7, 2) = 0 8 29911735857D
SHC 8, 2) = 0 5224142150690
SHC 9 , 2) = 0 352968697937D
SHC 10 , 2) = 0 1146766339090
SHC 11 , 2) = 0 239059575927D
SH C 12. 2) = 0 2361837563060
SHC 13, 2) = 0 2C8 756542421D
SHC 14, 2) = 0 10843C271943D
SHC 15, 2) = 0 2312715757690
GO TO 1C7
1 0 7  C O N T I N U E  
N C H = 2
M5 3 = M54NCH
02
02
02
02
C2
02
02
02
02
01
02
02
02
02
02
03
03
03
03
03
03
02
02
02
02
03
03
03
03
02
c 
o
P I =3.141 5926535 89D 0 
PI2=PI/2#DC
PI4=4.*3#141592653589DC 
ENE W=E+1•
EK=DSQRT(ENEW)
A<1= EK  
DO 6  K N = 1 # 2  
KL  M N = K N —1 
DO 9 1  1 =  1#  M 5 3  
91 V A H  I  )= C*0 
DO 1 I R = 1 • M5  
IR 5 = I R  +  M 5  
I R 5 2 = I R 5 + M 5  
Z R = Z ( I R )
ZZR=ZZCIR>
IF(KN.EO.l) GO TO 50 
IF(KN «EQ•2) GO TO 51
50 TRI AL= 2« DO* ( AF(0 #0 *ZR+2* DO #0*0 #8ETA* AK1 ) +AFC1•0#ZR*2#D0#0*0#
1 BETA#AKl ) )
TR IAL= TRI AL*PI4*PI4 
GO TO 52
51 TRIAL= 2.D0*(AF(0#1#ZR+2*DC•P 12#B E T A #AKl ) + AF (1,1 *ZR+2.D0*P 1 2.
1 BET A « AK 1 ) + 8ETA*AK1*AF(1# 0♦ZR+BETA *0•0•BETA » AK1) +# 5D0 *BETA*BET A
2 * A F ( 1#0.ZR+BETA,PI2#BETA#AK1 ) )
TR1AL= TRIAL*PI4*PI4
52 CONTINUE
B I N E =  S H C I R . K N )
FACl=2 #DO*(ZR**1 *5D0)
DO 7 1=1,M 53
V A L 1= XV(IR #I )*TRIAL *FAC1
VAL4=XVCIR5#I)*BINE *FAC1 
7 VALCI)= VALCI1+VAL1+VAL4 
1 CONTINUE
DO 8 1 = 1# M53 
8 AM(KN♦I ) = +VAL(I)/PI4
n
c
CONTINUE 
RE TURN 
END
SUBROUTINE BND2
c purpose
C COMPUTE THE MATRIX ELEMENTS OF THE EIGENFUNCTIONS
C IN THE HILBERT SPACE SPANNED BY THE BASIS FUNCTIONS
C WITH SINE-LIKE AND COSINE-LIKE TERMS
C USAGE
C DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS
C Z— PERTAINS TO THE BASIS FUNCTIONS
C XL-ENERGY EIGENVALUES
C XV-FNERGY EIGENFUNCTIONS
C E-THE TOTAL ENERGY OF THE SYSTEM
C AMM-THE DESIRED OUTPUT MATRIX ELEMENT
C GAMA-THE SHIELDING FACTOR IN THE ELPONENTIAL FOR TRIG FUNCTIONS
C IN THE POSITRONIUM CHANNEL 
C IN THE SECOND CHANNEL C POSITRONIUM)
C M5-DENOTES THE NUMBER OF BASIS FUNCTIONS
C H P 1 IS INTEGRALS OF IS HYD BND— IS POSITRONIUM FREE
C API IS INTEGRALS OF 1 S POSITRONIUM BND- IS POSITRONIUM FREE 
SUBROUTINE B N D 2 (Z *XL.XV.E•A M M . Z Z •AK4.SIGN.M5)
IMPLICIT REAL+8 (A-H.O-Z)
COMMON DS0LN,DVAL*DTEX,D2S0LN,D3S0LN.SN(2.2.2»2).DRO•ECO.PROD 
COMMON SIMP» EK» HAPPY »BETA•KLMN
DIMENSION Z ( 15).VAL<30).XLC30).XVC30.30). S H ( 15*2),Z Z ( 15)•
$AMM( 2 *30 ) .HP M l  5.2)
GAMA= DSQRTt2.DO*(E+*5DO))
IF(E«EQ#-0» 47 43 75D0 0) GO TO 18 
IF(E.EQ*— 0* 4375DC) GO TO 19 
IF(E»EQ.— 0•399375D0) GO TO 20 
IF(E*EO*— C.319375DC) GO TO 21 
I-(E.EQ.— 0.30277500) GO TO 22 
IF(E.EQ,-0*2775DC) GO TO 23 
IF(E.EQ*-0#36D0) GO TO 3C 
C THESE INTEGRALS ARE DONE NUMERICALLY BY GAUSS QUADRATURE ON A 
C SEPERATE PROGRAM 
18 HP 1( 1, 1)= —0•494626443168D 01
HP 1 ( 2. i)= , —0•477874742366D 01
7C
182
1 9
HP 1< 3, 1 ) = r* 4^63377720320 01
HP 1( 4, 1 ) = -c 3654345511C4D 01
H3 1 ( 5, 1 > = -c- 19 6173 29 3928D 01
HP 1( 6 • 1 ) = -0 4995529110840 CC
HP 1( 7, 1 ) = -0 9985415C2524D-01
HP 1( 8, 1 ) = c 132313340412D-01
HP 1( 9. 1 ) = 0 3234243705160-01
HP 1( 10. 1 ) = 0 217450888112D-01
HP 1' 1 1 • 1 ) = -0 5085289158120 Cl
HP 1( 12. 1 ) = -0 4844937537100 01
HP l( 1 3. 1 ) = -0 30 1200644138D 01
HP 1( 14, 1 ) = -0 2978914197980 00
HP 1C 15, 1 ) = 0 3168677820 380-01
HP 1C 1 , 2) = -o 2126249536700 01
HP 1C 2, 2) = -0 2068421694920 01
HP 1C 3. 2) = -0 19 5746128936D 01
HP 1C 4, 2) = -0 16 59 5 5 30 1 845D 01
HP 1C 5, 2) = -0 96409C669638D 00
HP 1C 6. 2) = -0 25510C653253D 00
HP 1C 7, 2) = -0 348579 3310 680-01
HP 1C 8, 21 = 0 2773 524266540-01
HP 1C 9, 2) = 0 3526159059140-01
HP 1C 10. 2) = 0 20 14778987160-01
HP 1C 1 1, 2) = -0 2173670988500 01
HP 1C 12, 2) = -0 20 9136160 259D 01
HP 1C 1 3, 2) = -0 140816771099D 01
HP 1C 14, 2) = -0 14 55 78680 42CD OC
HP 1C 15, 2) = 0 3094381518870-01
GO TO 107
HP 1C 1 . 1 ) = -0 61348 6151758D 01
HP 1C 2, 1 )  = -0 594734170173D Cl
HP 1C 3, 1 ) = -0 559149 3 215 28 D 01
HP 1C 4  , 1 ) = — 3 46 60 78707693D 01
HP 1{ 5, 1 ) = -0 2617C9584122D 01
HP 1C 6, 1 ) = -0 7G72669532920 CC
1 92
20
H3 1 ( 7, 1 ) = -0 14 59C 44 355360 0C
HP 1( 8, 1 ) = c 197114192589D—01
HD 1( 9, 1 ) = 0 48 6494909843D—01
HP 1( 1C* 1 ) = 0 331278885328D—C 1
HP 1( 11 . 1 ) = -0 628971694 366D 01
HP 1( 12, 1 ) = —0 602155774082D 01
HP 1( 13, 11 = -0 39Cl92688967D 01
HP 1C 14, 1 ) = -0 4274 23962635D 00
HP 1C 15, 1 ) = c 4797 721267790-01
HP 1C 1, 2) = -0 823597806864D 00
HP 1C 2, 2) = -0 82 290 8 218 755D 00
HP 1C 3, 2) = -0 818036746335D 00
HP 1C 4, 2) = -0 7823 37102595D 00
HP 1C 5, 2) = -0 573348217410D 00
HP 1C 6, 2) = -0 1694386567400 00
HP 1C 7, 2) = 0 2829 08 7806140-02
HP 1C 8, 2) = 0 5375561892180-01
HP 1C 9, 2) = 0 5561203121920-01
HP 1C 1C* 2) = 0 292865740017D-01
HP 1C 11, 2) = -0 8232068791260 00
HP 1C 12* 2) = -0 8233344404710 00
HP 1( 13, 2) = -0 727048816093D 00
HP 1C 14, 2) = -0 8697192394500-01
HP 1C 15, 2) = 0 4622334264540-01
GO TO 107
HP 1C 1 , 1 ) = -0 6204869C18960 01
HP 1C 2, 1 ) = -0 60 343 30 75223D 01
HP 1C 3, 1 ) = -0 5708175273280 01
HP 1C 4, 1 ) = -0 483B762544480 01
HP 1C 5, 1 ) = -0 2836006011760 01
HP 1C 6 • 1 ) = -0 8123146221310 00
HP 1C 7, 1 ) = -0 1729478810560 00
HP 1C 8, 1 ) = 0 2382813338450-01
HP 1C 9, 1 ) = 0 5939244158760-01
HP 1C 1C, 1 ) = 0 409757495412D-C1
H= 1C 1 1 . 1 ) = -0 6 3 45 0194 6 9 9 9D Cl
HP 1C 12, 1 ) = -0 610193472861D 01
HP 1C 1 3, I ) = -0 411114481172D C 1
H3 1C 1 4, 1 ) = 497478671409D 00
HP 1C 15, 1 ) = 0 5896 75673008D—01
HP 1C 1 • 2) = 0 4840448677040 0G
HP 1C 2, 2 ) = 0 44042326986 ID 00
HP 1( 3, 2) = 0 3614328970240 00
HP H 4, 2) = 0 1798056610140 00
HP 1C 5, 2) = -0 687571610241D-01
H3 1( 6, 2) = -0 3623 236203370-01
HP 1C 7, 2) = 0 494511S37353D—01
HP 1C 8, 2) = 0 7588688259240-01
HP 1C 9 , 2) = 0 70 1491730833D—01
HP 1C 10, 2) = 0 3492840229530—01
HP 1( 1 1 , 2) = 0 5210 78732354D 00
HP 1( 12, 2) = 0 4575257266310 00
HP 1C 13, 2) = 0 61 12665682620-01
HP 1C 14, 2) = 0 117990607247D—02
HP 1C 15, 2) = 0 5621763616360-01
GO TO 107
HP 1C 1 , 1 ) = -0 532662691174D 01
HP 1< 2, 1 ) = -0 5213 364735850 01
HP 1C 3, 1 ) = -0 4984448C9687D 01
HP 1C 4, 1 ) = -G 4358444750190 01
HP 1C 5, 1 ) = -0 276863823703D 01
HP 1C 6, 1 ) = -0 887738071347D 00
HP 1C 7, 1 ) = -0 20 1322987104D 00
HP 1C 8, 1 ) = 0 2886950827560-01
HP 1C 9, 1 ) = 0 7343468010170-01
HP 1C 10, 1 ) = 0 5206C 7013861D—01
HP 1C 1 1 , 1 ) = -0 542123049138D 01
HP 1C 12, 1 ) = -0 52 5660434794D 01
HP 1C 1 3, I ) = -0 3806221365080 01
HP 1C 1 4, 1 > = -c 5582296390680 00
HP It 15. 1 ) =
HP 1< 1 • 2 ) =
HP 1( 2. 2) =
HP 1< 3* 2) =
HP 1( 4* 2) =
HP 1( 5. 2) =
HP 1( 6, 2) =
HP 1C 7. 2 ) =
HP ir 8* 2) =
HP 1C 9* 2) =
HP 1C 10, 2) =
HP 1 ( 1 1 • 2) =
HP 1C 12. 2) =
HP 1C 13, 2) =
HP 1C 14, 2) =
HP 1C 15. 2) =
GO TO 107
HP 1C 1 • 1 ) =
HP 1C 2. 1) =
HP 1C 3. 11 =
HP 1C 4. 1 ) =
HP 1C 5, 1 ) =
HP 1C 6. I ) =
HP 1C 7, 1 ) =
HP 1C 8. I ) =
HP 1C 9. 1 ) =
H=> 1C 10, 1 ) =
HP 1C 1 1 • 1 ) =
HP 1C 12. 1 ) =
HP 1C 1 3. 1 ) =
HP l( 14. 1 ) =
HP 1C 15, 1 > =
HP 1C 1 , 2) =
HP 1{ 2, 2) =
HP 1C 3, 2) =
• 7393 51615988D—Q 1 
.2307311448580 01 
.2219524247170 01 
•2054680644080 01 
• 163593914134D 01 
•8055068762140 00
• 235584915378D 00 
•1425927051260 0C 
•1129059935250 00
•  9 1 2 1 4 9 6 0 1 5 7 9 D —01 
•418124892703D—01
• 2380 2569450 6D 01 
•2254195328380 01
• 131369563437D 01 
•183632357172D 00 
•69 3676317170D-0I
•SO9693000526D 01 
•4991136439100 01
• 4784865941360 01
• 420860252739D 01
• 27149 9729867D 01 
•889977655389D 00
• 20 439604538 ID 00 
•2954894258810-01 
•7547589618350-01 
•5383854117600-01 
•518283342833D Ol 
•503324 1856120 01 
•369465607 2 4 ID Cl 
•5625904171120 00
• 7620 89228995D-01
• 255611921782D 01
• 24 6448638831D 01 
•2291834479690 01
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-0
-0
-0
-0
-0
-0
-0
0
0
0
-0
-0
- 0
-0
0
0
0
0
23
2 32
H=> 1 ( ft. 2 ) =
HO 1( 5* 2) =
HP 1( 6, ? > =
HO 1< . 7, 2) =
HO 1( 8. 2) =
HP 1( 9, 2) =
HP 1 ( 10, 2) =
HP 1( 1 1 , 2) =
HP 1< 12, 2) =
HP 1 ( 13, 2) =
HP 1( 14, 2) =
HP i( 15, 2) =
GO TO 107
HP l( 1, 11 =
HP 1( 2, 11 =
HP 1C 3, 1 ) =
HP 1( 4, 11 =
HP 1C 5, 1 ) =
HP 1< 6, I ) =
HP 1 ( 7, 1 ) =
HP 1( 8, 1 ) =
HP 1 ( 9, 1 ) =
HP H 10, 1 > =
HP 1( 11, 11 =
HP 1( 12, 1 ) =
HP 1( 13, 1 ) =
HP 1 ( 14, 1 ) =
HP 1C 15, 1 ) =
HP 1( 1, 2) =
HP 1( 2, 2) =
HO 1( 3, 2) =
HP 1C 4, 2) =
HP 1C 5, 2) =
HP 1C 6, 2 1 =
HP 1C 7, 21 =
0*1849 374481550 01 
C•948397378690D CO 
0*2860611986680 00 
0*160257038649D 00 
G.l19423110763D 00 
0 * 946009 2737620-01 
0*4276249240620-01 
0•26 3210 311533D 01 
0*250070142497D 01 
0*1501047619160 01 
0*2181576653680 00 
0•7132143242 88D-01
-0*4745877491860 01 
—0•465485754454D 01 
—0•447644655319D 01 
—0 *397159347922D 01 
-0*2621163485940 01 
-0*8879312182700 00 
-0*2078270190140 00 
0*3041490928660-01 
0.78 177964512SD-01 
0.5621118682340-01 
-0*4819539118930 01 
-0*4691122888350 01 
-0*3513630111970 01 
-0.5657373552150 00 
0.792819942916D—01 
0.2870888973820 01 
0*27755720558 10 01 
0*2595181399260 01 
0*212759059832D 01 
0*114303050461D 01 
0*358472547412D 00 
0*185972358974D CC
30
100
HP 1 ( 3* 2) =
HP 1( 9, 2) =
HP 1( 10, 2) =
Hp 1( 1 1 • 2) =
HP 1< 12, 21 =
HP 1{ 1 3 , 2) =
HP 1( 14* 2 ) =
HP 1( 15* 2) =
GO ^0 107
HP I( 1 • 1 > =
HP 1( 2* 1 ) =
HP It 3 * 1 ) =
HP 1C 4* 1 ) =
HP 1( 5. 1 ) =
HP 1C 6. 1 > =
HP 1C 7. 1 ) =
HP 1( 3  « 1 ) =
HP l( 9* 1 » =
HP 1C 10* 1 ) =
HP 1( 1 1 • 1 ) =
HP 1( 12, 1 > =
HP 1( 1 3, 1 ) =
HP 1C 14, 1 ) =
HP 1C 1 5, 1 ) =
AK 4= DSQRT C 2* 004 C E+* 500)
HP 1C 1, 2) =
HP 1C 2, 2) =
HP 1C 3, 2) =
HP 1< 4, 21 =
HP 1C 5, 2) =
HP 1C 6, 2) =
HP 1C 7, 2) =
HP 1C 8, 2) =
HP 1C 9, 2) =
HP 1C 10, 2) =
0 . 12874C6699960 GO 
0*9929714577370-01 
0*4399336150550-01 
0.2949715299310 01 
0*2813277181710 01 
0*1753105131280 01 
0•2681315057100 00 
0*7394880362970-01
0*58515615363ID 01 
0*5707709679540 01 
0*5430432748130 Ol 
0*4677 077967370 01 
0*285604399705D 01 
0*8659944975980 00 
0*1902891391710 00 
0•2674 37554446D—01 
0*67 33353040680-01 
0.4708242198070-01 
0*5969 206833830 01 
0*5764826858620 01 
0*4029953178290 01 
0•537422319433D 00 
0*67 31494351010-01
0*1526509175330 01 
0*1454 69982016D 01 
0.132139314770D 01 
0•99 2810198077D 00 
C •400652924233D 00 
0*1026458501900 00 
0*9681195084780-01 
0.954093363424D-01 
0•816768199 9470-01 
0* 338936506517D-C1
H3 1< 1 1 , 2 ) = 0 • I  5 8 6 5 9  0 5 2 8  3 2 0  C l
H3 1( 12, 2 ) = 0 • 1 4 8 2 9 9 4 6 3 2 C 7 D  0 1
H3 1( 1 3 , 2) = 0 . 7 4 9 4 9 1 8 1 1 1 8 9 D  0 0
HP 1< 1 4 , 2  ) = 0 . 9 3 7 5 7 8 7 4 6 0 7 5 0 - 0 1
HP 1( 1 5 , 2) = 0 . 6 3 6 1 6 9 0 2 3 4 6 0 D - 0 1
GO TO 107 
1C7 CONTINUE 
NCH=2
M53 = M5*NCH 
PI=3*141592653589D0 
PI4=4.*3.141592653589D0 
DO 6 K N = 1 ,2 
DO 9 1 I=1•M53 
91 VAI_( I )= 0,0 
DO 1 IR=1.M5 
IR5=IR+M5 
IR52=IR5+M5 
ZR =Z ( IR )
ZZR=ZZ(IR )
IF (K N.EQ.1) GO TO 5
GO TO 50 
5 A P 1=0* 0
GO TO 56 
50 ZRB=ZR+GAMA 
ZRB2=ZRB*ZRB
AP 1= (4.D0*GAMA*AK4*AK4*ZRB +GAMA*GAMA*(ZRB2-AK4*AK4))/ 
$ (2.D0*<(AK4*AK4 +ZRB2)**2)>
A P 1= AP1*PI4*PI4 
56 CONTINUE
BINE = HPl(IRiKN) *PI4*PI4 
FB2= 1•DO/DSQRT{AK4)
CT2=DSQRT{2.D0)
FAC1=2.D0*(ZR**1•5D0)
DC 7 I = 1 , M 53
VA LI= XV{ IR,I)*BINE *FAC1
V A L A = X V <  I R 5 ,  I  ) * A P 1  * f - A C l  
P. 8  C O N T I N U E
7 VAL( I)= VAL(I )+VALl+VAL4 
1 CONTINUE
00 8 1 = 1 • M 53
AMM(KN,I)= V A L ( I )/PI 4 *CT2
8 CONTINUE 
6 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE FREFRE< A K 1 ,A K 2 ,AK3,AK4,E,D)
C DOES FREE-FREE INTEGRALS SN(K,L.I.J) WHERE K,L STAND FOR THE CHANNEL 
C INDICES AND I,J STAND FOR THE SINE. COSINE TERMS 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z>
COMMON DSOLN,DVAL,DTEX,D2SOLN,D3SOLN,SN(2,2*2,2>,D R O ,ECO»PROD 
COMMON SIMP•EK* HAPPY »BETA* KLMN 
DIMENSION B M (2*2*2*21 
PI=3*1415926535 89 
ST2=1.DO/DSQRT{2.DC)
CT2=DSQRT(2.D0)
BETA=DSQRT(E+1* DO)
GAMA=DSQRT(2.D0*<E-»-.5D0) )
PI2=PI/2.D0 
DO 1 1=1,2 
DO 1 J =1,2 
DO 1 K = 1 ,2 
DO 1 L = 1 ,2 
1 BM(I,J,K,L) = O.DO
A 1 = 2.DO
A2 = .5D0*DSQRT<.500)
ZXX = 3.1415926535897DO/2.DO 
C CALCULATE N0011
CALL DRFC (C» O.ODC ,0,AK1 ,-AK1 .0•0 DO♦ZXX.2,2.DO)
BMC1,1,1,1) =-2.DC*Al*Al*DRO
CALL DRF 0(0,0.0 D C , 1,AKl ,AK1 ,0.ODO,C•O D D ,2,2.D C )
SUBROUTINE FREFRE(A K 1* AK2*AK3.AK4,E.D)
DOES FREE-FREE INTEGRALS SN(K*L*I*J) WHERE K.L STAND FOR THE CHANNEL 
INDICES AND I*J STAND FOR THE SINE* COSINE TERMS 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 CA-H*0-Z)
COMMON DSOLN *DVAL•D TEX* D2S0LN,D3S0LN*SN(2*2*2*2)*DR0* ECO•PROD 
COMMON SIMP*EK»HAPPY *BETA*KLMN 
DIMENSION BM(2*2*2*2)
P 1=3.141592653589 
S T 2 -1.DO/DSQRT(2.DO)
CT2=DSQRTC2.DO>
BETA=DSQRT(E+1.DO)
GAMA=DSCRT C2.D0*CE+»5D0))
PI2=PI/2.DO
DO 1 1=1*2
DO 1 J=l*2
DO 1 K=l*2
DO 1 L = 1 *2
B M (I•J* K * L ) = O.DO
Al = 2* DO
A2 = .5DO*DSQRT(.500)
CALCULATE N0011
CALL DRFO(0* 0.ODO •0•A K1*-A KI•0*ODO.P12*2*2.D O )
B M ( 1•1*1•1) =-2.D0*Al*Al*DR0
CALL DRF0(0*0*ODO. 1,AK1,AK1,0.ODO.0.ODO.2.2.DO)
Q1 = DRO
BMC1,1*2.1) =-2.D0*Al*Al*Ql 
B M (1*1*I*2)= B M (1*1*2*1) +AK1
CALL O RFO(0*0* ODO* 2.-AK1•AK1*PI2*0 .ODO*2 * 2 .DO)
Q1 = DRO 
SHIT=BETA
CALL DTFUN(0 *SHIT* AKI *AK1* 0 .000*0*ODO)
Q2 = DSOLN
CALL DTFUNIO.SHIT. -AK1 *AK1.PI2•0•000)
QJ = DSOLN
BM( 1.1.2,2) =-2.D0*Al*Al*Ql+2.D0*BETA*AKl*Q2+BETA*BETA*Q3 
DO 776 K=1*2 
DO 776 L=1•2 
DO 776 1=1*2 
DO 778 J=l*2 
778 SN(K*I_* I,J) = 0. 0 
DO 777 K=l.l 
DO 777 L =1.1 
DO 777 1=1.2 
DO 777 J=1.2
SN(K.L.I.«! ) = +BM(K.L.I.J )
777 CONTINUE 
C INELASTIC
SN(2.2.1.1)=0.0 
SN(2,2,2.1>=0.0
SN(2.2.1,2)=<AK4*GAMA*XP(0.0.0.GAMA,GAMA,GAMA.AK4.AK4.0.ODO.0.ODO) 
$ +.5D0*GAMA*GAMA*XP(0,0,0.GAMA,GAMA.GAMA.AK4.AK4.0.ODO.PI2) >
SN(2.2.1.2)=SN(2.2.1.2)*CT2*CT2
SN(2.2.2.2)= GAMA*AK4*XP(1.0.0 *GAMA.GAMA.GAMA.AK4.AK4.0.ODO.P12)
* +.5D0*GAMA*GAMA*XP(1.0,0.GAMA.GAMA,GAMA,AK4.AK4.PI2.PI2)
SN(2.2.2.2)= SN(2.2.2.2)*CT2*CT2 
IF(E.EQ.-0.474375D0) GO TO 27 
IFCE.EQ.-0.4375D00) GO TO 28 
IF(E.EQ.—O.399375000) GO TO 29 
IF(E.EQ•—0•319375D00) GO TO 30 
I F ( E « E Q 0.302775D00) GO TO 31 
IF(E.EQ.— 0.2775000) GO TO 32 
IF<E.EQ.-.36D0) GO TO 129 
27 IF(BETA.EQ.0.53000.AND.GAMA.EQ.0.S3D00) GO TO 271
IF(BETA.EQ•AK1•AND.GAMA.EQ.AK4) GO TO 272 
271 SNC2.1.1.1)= 0.8367298467620“ 01
SN(2.1.1.2)= 0.2980616163490 00
SN(2.1.2.1)= 0.1305533155330 00
SN(1.2.1.2)= 0.130405836842D 00
SN(2.1.2.2)= 0.421141009685D 00 ZO
T
272
129
428
429
430
431
SNf1,2,2.2) 
GO TO 230 
SN(2,1,1,1) 
SN( 2, 1 * 1 ,2 ) 
SN(2,1,2,1) 
SN(2,1*2,2) 
GO TO 230 
IF(8ETA, EQ 
1F(BETA,EQ• 
IF CBETA.EQ. 
IF(BETA.EQ. 
SNf2,1,1,1) 
SN(2,1,1,2) 
SN(2.1,2,1) 
SNf 2,1,2,2) 
GO TO 230 
SN(2,1,1,1) 
SNf2,1«1,2) 
SN(2.1.2,1) 
SNf 2,1.2,2) 
SN(1,2,1,2) 
SN(1.2,2.2) 
GO TO 230 
SNC2.1,1,1) 
SN(2,1,1.2) 
SN(2,1,2,1) 
SNf1,2,1.2) 
SNf 2,1,2,2) 
SNf1,2,2,2) 
GO TO 230 
SNf 2,1,1,1) 
SNf2.1,1,2) 
SNf2,1,2,1) 
SNf2,1,2,2) 
SNf1,2,1.2)
0 .4 3 5 2 8 9 1 8 2 6 2 7 0 00
0.836729846762D-01 
0.3350824671080 00 
0.6138968466320—01 
0.2534961961910 00
•0.665000) GO TO 429
AK1.AND.GAMA.EQ.AK4) GO TO 428
0.53000) GO TO 430
0.100) GO TO 431
0.1950729787950 
0.672612611566D 
0.1040767889400 
0.3112805662920
: 0.195072978795D 00 
?0.6313185705570 00 
=0.1315333509620 00 
:0.342531284100 00 
:0.1313063187180 00 
:0.3840969513300 00
0.19S072980255D 
0.5745022263250 
0.104253937633D 00
0*1041097068310 
0.2642572265290 00
0.2789343295520
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
0.1950729787950 00 
0.1719803743930 00 
0.146471501227D-01 
0.2375852702070-01
= 0.146420142945D-01
28
SN(1.2.2.2)= 0.1611949040400-01 
GO TO 230
IF ( BETA • EG. C-.53D00 • AND. GAM A • EQ •0.53000) GO TO 281
IF<BETA.EQ.AK1.ANO.GAMA.EQ.AK4) GO TO 282
281 SN(2.1.1.1) = 0.1310480600180 00
SN(2.1.1.2)= 0.4356398873200 00
SN( 2. 1. 2. 1 ) = 0.1213987312060 00
SN< 2.1.2.2) = 0.3619879004860 00
SNf1.2.1.2)= 0.121252001973D 00
SN(1.2.2.2)= 0.37719182441OD 00
282
GO TO 230 
SNf 2.1.1.1) = 0.1310480600180 00
SNf2.1.1.2)= 0.4966035034950 00
SNf2.1,2.1)= 0.8247109617900-01
SNf 2.1.2.2) = 0.309528135706D 00
29
GO TO 230
iFfBETA.EQ.0.53D00.ANO.GAMA.EQ. 0.53000) GO TO 291
IFfBETA.EQ.AKl.ANO.GAMA.EQ.AK4) GO TO 292
291 SN(2.1.1.1)= 0.1661095714280 00
SNf 2,1.1.2) = 0.51837685640ID 00
SN f 2 . 1. 2. 1) = 0.1126280454950 00
SNf 2. 1.2.2) = 0.3100230992540 00
SNf1.2.1.2)= 0.1124824049590 00
SNf1.2.2.2>= 0.3253543793270 00
292
GO TO 230 
SNf2.1.1.1)= 0.1661095714280 00
SNf 2.1.1.2) = 0.5989700408010 00
SNf 2.1.2.1) = 0.951278573310D-01
SNf 2.1.2.2) = 0.319080230313D 00
30
GO TO 230
IFfBETA.EQ.O.53000*ANO.GAMA.EQ. 0.53000) GO TO 301
IFfBETA.EQ.AKl•AND.GAMA.EQ.AK4) GO TO 302
301 SNf2.1.1.1 ) = 0.219957377835D 00
SNf 2.1.1.2) = 0.6142208000460 00
SN(2.1.2.1)= 0.9628123735640-01
302
31
311
312
32
321
322
SNf2.1.2.2)= 0.2238560832590 00
SN(1*2*1*2)= 0.9613671840410-01
SNf1,2,2,2)= 0.2372303139530 00
GO TO 230
SNt 2 « 1.1*1)= 0.219957377835D 00
SNf2*1.1*2)= 0.7283599875290 00
SNf 2.1.2.1) = 0.1105507921990 00
SNC2*1.2.2)= 0 .295367273965D 00
GO TO 230
IFf BETA.EQ.0.53000.ANO.GAMA.EQ.0.53000) GO TO 311 
IFf BETA.EQ.AKl.ANO.GAMA.EQ.AK4) GO TO 312 
SNf2.1.1.1)= 0.2289999323280 00
SNf2.1.1,2)= 0.6267640742000 00
SNf2.1.2.1)= 0.9320453383130-01
SNf2.1.2.2)= 0.2090358739370 00
SNf1.2.1.2)= 0.930627798642D—01
SNf1.2.2.2)= 0.2217343770160 00
GO TO 230
SNf2.1.1.1)= 0.2289999323280 00
SNf2.1.1.2)= 0.7469621010390 00
SNf2.1.2.1)= 0.1125767432200 00
SNf2.1.2.2)= 0.2877208018130 00
GO TO 230
IFf BETA.E0« 0.53000.ANO.GAMA.EQ.0.53000) GO TO 321 
IFfBETA.EQ.AKl.AND.GAtfA.EG.AK4) GO TO 322 
SNf 2.1.1.1)= 0.24171802216OD 00
SNf2,1,1.2)= 0.642729450577D 00
SNf2,1.2.1)= 0.8870921490030-01
SNf 2,1.2.2)= 0.1881139419740 00
SNf1.2,1.2)= 0.8856869043990-01
SNf1.2.2.2)= 0.199655306098000 
GO TO 230
SNt2«1.1.1)= 0.2417180221600 00
SNf 2.1.1.2)= 0.77167165016ID 00
SNf2.1.2.1)= 0.1150859514040 00
SN(2.1* 2,2 } = 
230 CONTINUE
SN( 2 1.1.1)= SN ( 2 1 1,1)*CT2
SN ( 1 2. 1.1) = SN { 2 1 1. 1 )
SN(2 1*1.2)= SN (2 1 1.2)*CT2
SN( 1 2.2.1)= SN ( 2 1 1.2)
SNI2 1.2.1)= SN ( 2 1 2.1)*CT2
SN ( 1 2.1.2)= SN !1 2 1.2)*CT2
SN( 2 1.2.2)= SN ( 2 1 2.2)*CT2
SN( 1 2.2.2)= SNC1 2 2.2)*CT2
SN( I 2.1.2)= SNC2 1 2,1)
SN ( 1 2.2.2)= SN (2 1 2.2)
C INELASTIC
WRITE(6cl5) SN 
15 FORMAT!IX.6D16.8)
RETURN 
END
/
0.275392203432D 00
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION FCI.Y) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A—H* O— Z )
X=I
FAC=1.D0
IF( I . E Q . O )  GO TO 2 
DO 1 J=1.I 
RJ=J 
I FAC=FAC*RJ 
2 CONTINUE 
11= 1+1 
F=F AC/Y♦ ♦ 11 
RETURN 
END
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION STP(L*N»P,M»Q) 
IMPLICIT REAL*6(A-H)*REAL*6(G-Z)
PQ=P+Q 
NL=N+L 
NLI= N-L-l 
NL7= N-L 
NLfc= N+L+l 
SUA1=G«
SUA2=0•
DO I IP=1.NL7 
I=IP-1 
M1=N-L-1-1 
FC1=FACTRCM1)
SUA1= SUAl+FCM+N-I-l*PQ)✓!FCl*P**IP)
DO 3 IP=l«NL8 
I=IP-1 
M2=NL— I 
FC2=FACTRCM2)
SUA2=SUA2 +FCM+N-I-1,PQ)/(FC2*P**IP)
FC3= FACTR(NL)
FC4= FACTR(NLl)
STP=FC4*SUAl+FC3*<F<M-L-l*Q)/P**NL8-SUA2>
RETURN
END
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